THE FUTURE OF COMPUTERS:

Graphics Processors

PLUS:
ROBOTICS CIRCUITS
BBC MICRO MIDI INTERFACE
24 hr SUNDIAL!
OVP POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES

OVP POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES let you enjoy a world-wide reputation for quality, reliability, and performance at a cost-effective price. They are available to suit the needs of the hobbyist and professional alike. Industry, Leisure, or Home use, the OVP has been designed to meet the requirements of all modeling, including Tuned power supply, fire alarm, heating, Glass fibre, P.C.B., and Drive circuits to power compatible VU meter. Open and short circuit protection. Made by hand and tested.

OVP 100 Mk II Bi-Polar Output power 110 watts RMS into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 40Hz-20KHz -3dB. Damping Factor 350, and S.T.D. Typical 0.002% Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. 130dB. Price £39.99 + £3.00 P&P

OVP MF/100 MosFet Output power 200 watts RMS into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz 100KHz -3dB. Damping Factor 350, and S.T.D. Typical 0.002% Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. 130dB. Price £79.99 + £4.50 P&P

OVP MF/100 MosFet Output power 300 watts RMS into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz-100KHz -3dB. Damping Factor 350, and S.T.D. Typical 0.002% Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. 130dB. Price £99.99 + £5.50 P&P

NOTE: MosFets are supplied as standard D006N6 band with Input Sensitivity 400mV (Recouped)

V.U. METER Complete with four amplifiers needed above. A very elegant visual display employing 11 LED displays in green, red plus an additional out indicator. Sophisticated logic control circuits with a mini arcy front size 84 x 27 x 49 mm. Price £9.99 + £1.50 P&P

POWER RACKS

Pr 150 Watt RMS Hi-Fi/Disco
200 Watt RMS Hi-Fi/Disco
50 Watt RMS Hi-Fi/Disco
200/300 Watt RMS Hi-Fi/Disco
200/300 Watt RMS Hi-Fi/Disco

OVP POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES

LOUDSPEAKERS

5" to 15" up to 400 WATTS R.M.S.


5" @ 50 WATT RMS Hi-Fi/Disco
8" @ 50 WATT RMS Hi-Fi/Disco
10" @ 50 WATT RMS Hi-Fi/Disco

5" @ 80 WATT RMS Hi-Fi/Disco
25Wm Freq Respons.-to-4kHz Sens 85dB Price £28.00 + £3.00 P&P

5" @ 80 WATT RMS Hi-Fi/Disco
100Wm Freq Respons.-to-20kHz Sens 92dB Price £59.99 + £4.50 P&P

8" @ 80 WATT RMS Hi-Fi/Disco
100Wm Freq Respons.-to-20kHz Sens 92dB Price £119.99 + £8.50 P&P

8" @ 120 WATT RMS Hi-Fi/Disco
100Wm Freq Respons.-to-20kHz Sens 92dB Price £179.99 + £12.50 P&P

10" @ 120 WATT RMS Hi-Fi/Disco
100Wm Freq Respons.-to-20kHz Sens 92dB Price £239.99 + £16.50 P&P

12" @ 220WATT RMS Hi-Fi/Disco
300Wm Freq Respons.-to-10kHz Sens 92dB Price £439.99 + £25.00 P&P

15" @ 400WATT RMS Hi-Fi/Disco
500Wm Freq Respons.-to-10kHz Sens 92dB Price £699.99 + £35.00 P&P

18" @ 100WATT RMS Hi-Fi/Disco
300Wm Freq Respons.-to-10kHz Sens 92dB Price £999.99 + £55.00 P&P

18" @ 200WATT RMS Hi-Fi/Disco
500Wm Freq Respons.-to-10kHz Sens 92dB Price £1999.99 + £100.00 P&P

18" @ 300WATT RMS Hi-Fi/Disco
800Wm Freq Respons.-to-10kHz Sens 92dB Price £2999.99 + £150.00 P&P

18" @ 500WATT RMS Hi-Fi/Disco
1200Wm Freq Respons.-to-10kHz Sens 92dB Price £4999.99 + £250.00 P&P

18" @ 1000WATT RMS Hi-Fi/Disco
2000Wm Freq Respons.-to-10kHz Sens 92dB Price £9999.99 + £500.00 P&P

21" @ 2000WATT RMS Hi-Fi/Disco
4000Wm Freq Respons.-to-10kHz Sens 92dB Price £19999.99 + £1000.00 P&P

NOTE: All prices include VAT. Prompt deliveries. Friendly service for larger orders. 28p stamp for current list.

BURLINGTON TURNTABLES

The best in quality and value. Made specifically for turntables need for competiveness with high sound output levels. Finished in hand wearing black vinyl with protective cover to handle. All models 8 ohms. Full range 45Hz 30KHz Size 250 x 150 x 435 x 25 mm £10 99 Delivery £19 99 per pair.

120-200 Watts £109 99 Delivery £199 99 per pair.

OVP 19" STEREO RACK AMPS

1 K-WATT SLIDE DIMMER

RF95STL ELECTRONIC TORCH

A electronic torch for professional use. Complete with on/off switch, Headphone Monitor, Operates from 9v battery, Size 84 x 27 x 49 mm. Price £11 99 P&P

PIEZOELECTRIC TWEETERS

MOTOROLA

The piezo revolution. The low dynamic mass. The voice coil of a Piezo tweeter makes for a real low distortion factor. Very suitable for driving systems of all types. Available. Usually £8 00 + £2 00 P&P

Note: Four models available. Each 40p P&P ea.

F.O.B. 595

BURLINGTON TURNTABLES

The best in quality and value. Made specifically for turntables need for competiveness with high sound output levels. Finished in hand wearing black vinyl with protective cover to handle. All models 8 ohms. Full range 45Hz 30KHz Size 250 x 150 x 435 x 25 mm £10 99 Delivery £19 99 per pair.

120-200 Watts £109 99 Delivery £199 99 per pair.

STEREO DISCO MIXER

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 x 5 bandEQ & 2 X 3 Band Graphic equalisers and 2 X 3 Band Graphic equalisers. L.E.D. VU Meters. Many outstanding features including a special coaxial system for the following:

3 Turntables (Magi, 3 Pitch, 4 Line, plus Mic) and 1 Mic with talk over switch, 3 Tone Controls, 100Wm output power. £112.99 + £7.50 P&P

Note: A highly versatile to suit any situation.

Price £134.99 + £3.00 P&P
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These are fully cased and wired drives with slim line high quality mechanisms. Drives supplied with cables and manuals and formatting disc suitable for the BBC computer. All 80 track drives are supplied with 40/80 track switching as standard. All drives can operate in single or dual density format.

PDB80P (2 x 400K/2x 640K 40/80T) $129 (b) with built-in monitor

PDB60P (2 x 400K/2x 640K 40/80T) $129 (b) with 3.5" drive

PDB80B (2 x 400K/2x 640K 40/80T) $129 (b) with 2.5" drive

3M FLOPPY DISCS

High quality discs that offer a reliable error free performance for life. Each disc is individually tested and guaranteed for 3 years. Ten discs are supplied in a sturdy cardboard box.

5¼" DISCS

40T DD £10.00 (d) 40T DD £12.00 (d) 80T DD £20.00 (d) 80T DD £15.00 (d) 80T DD £20.00 (d)

3¾" DISCS

20T DD £12.00 (d) 20T DD £15.00 (d)

DISC CONNECTORS

FLOPPICANE Disc Drive Cleaning Kit with 20 disposable cleaning discs ensures continued optimum performance of the drives. ½", 5/8", £16 (d), 5/8", £14.50 (d), £15 (d), £15.50 (d), £16 (d)

Single use cleaning disc £3.50 (d)

10 Disc Library Case £10 (d) 30 Disc Case £30 (d)

40 Disc Lockable Box £45 (d) 100 Disc Lockable Box £110 (d)

MOUNTS

All 14" mounters now available in metal or metal cases, please specify.

MICROVITEC: 14" RKB

14" RKB with PAL & Audio £239 (b)

1451 med resin Printers £225 (a)

14/15P Med 1451AP Med Resin Printers £259 (a)

Swivel Base for 15" Plastic 1444 " £20 (c)

20" RKB with PAL & Audio £239 (b)

20" RKB with PAL & Audio £239 (b)

20" RKB with PAL & Audio £239 (b)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LM317 10V</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM337 5V</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM323 2V</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM1085</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLC276</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC14060</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XR2205</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZN414</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZN409</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XR2206</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZN415</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZN416</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XR2207</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZN417</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZN418</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XR2208</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZN419</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZN420</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XR2209</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZN421</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZN422</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XR22010</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZN423</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZN424</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XR22011</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZN425</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZN426</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XR22012</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZN427</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZN428</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XR22013</td>
<td>Voltage Regulator</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Please note all prices are subject to change without notice.**

We also stock a large range of Transistors, Diodes, Bridge Rectifiers, Tricaps, Thyristors and Zeners. Please call for details.
Eagle International markets a wide range of public address and audio equipment, intercoms, test instruments and accessories. All of these products are now described in a single, 40-page colour catalogue which is available free-of-charge. Contact Eagle International, Unit S, Royal London Estate, 29-35 North Acton Road, London NW10 6PE. Tel. 01-965 3222.

The Institution of Electrical Engineers will shortly begin to review the current (15th) edition of the Regulations for Electrical Installations, the standard work covering safety requirements for electrical equipment in buildings and elsewhere. The new 16th edition will generally follow the format used in preceding editions but will include an on-site guide to make it easier to find frequently-used material. A wide range of professional bodies will be consulted during the preparation of the new book and the IEE expects it to be ready sometime after 1990.

The new Verospeed catalogue lists almost 14,000 different product lines including components, cases, tools, software, computers and computer peripherals. Everything is despatched from stock and orders received before 3.00pm will go out the same day. Copies of the catalogue are free from Verospeed, Stanstead Road, Boyatt Wood Industrial Estate, Eastleigh, Hampshire S05 4YZ. Tel: (0703) 641 111.

The three highest-earning semiconductor suppliers in the world last year were all Japanese, according to business information company Dataquest, NEC took the first place with Hitachi and Toshiba close behind, forcing American companies out of the top three for the first time ever. Other companies making it into the top ten were, in order, Motorola, Texas Instruments, Philips-Signetics, Fujitsu, Matsushita, Mitsubishi and Intel.

Several new British Standards relating to home and car security have been published during the last year. They include BS54737: Intruder Alarm Systems In Buildings, BS6799: Code of Practice ForWire-Free Intruder Alarm Systems and BS56803: Verdict of practice for vehicle security systems fitted after vehicle manufacture. There is also a standard covering the installation of DIY home alarm systems, known as BS5707. For prices and details of other publications, contact the British Standards Institution, 2 Park Street, London W1A 2BS, Tel. 01-629 9000.

Hand-Held Oscilloscope

A novel new instrument from Lefax Ltd offers the versatility of an oscilloscope in a handy, probe-type form. Called the Scope-Probe, it uses an array of LEDs to display signal waveforms from 0-20kHz and can also indicate DC levels up to 20V.

The probe is similar in many respects to the ETI LEDscope featured in the January 1987 issue (for which Lefax supplies kits). It measures 46 x 46 x 120mm (1 13/16 x 1 13/16 x 4 1/4 ins) and is powered from an internal alkaline battery which gives around twelve hours continuous use. The probe tip can be detached and replaced with a set of standard test leads, allowing the Scope-Probe to be used as a bench instrument.

Frequencies from 10Hz to 20kHz are covered in five switched ranges while DC voltage is handled in two ranges, 0-10V and 0-20V. The controls include fine sweep-frequency adjust, amplifier gain and Y-position and the input can be switched for AC or DC coupling. There is also a battery check facility.

The Scope-Probe costs £106.32 inclusive and is available to order from Lefax Ltd, Unit 6, Genesis Business Centre, Redkiln Way, Horsham, West Sussex RH13 5QH, Tel (0403) 54135.

Dialling-Up APC Board

The Orator ISCM system turns any IBM-compatible personal computer into a versatile communications centre. Data can be updated or transferred automatically at pre-set times and when connected to a telephone handset the system can answer calls and record incoming messages. Orator consists of a plug-in board plus a software operating system and uses digital signal processing techniques to store voice messages on computer discs. Different messages can be recorded for calls arriving at different times and calls can be diverted to other numbers during certain hours. Orator will be available through selected computer dealers and is expected to cost around £800.00.

Lion Systems Developments Ltd, Oxford Road, Stokenchurch, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP14 3SX, Tel (0296) 3951.

BBC Music Keyboard

Hybrid Technology's Music 5000 synthesiser for the BBC micro has gained a keyboard. Called the Music 4000, it has four octaves and is designed to rival professional equipment. This is not the cheap rubbish you buy for a Commodore 64" said Hybrid's Chris Jordan.

The keyboard plugs into the BBC micro's user port and comes complete with software which enables it to work with the Music 5000 system. The keyboard is always 'live' when the Apple programming language of the Music 5000 is in operation and it can be used for entering notes onto the editing staff or for playing in the same way as any other synthesiser keyboard.

The software is supplied on disc and allows the Music 4000/5000 combination to play eight voice polyphony with effects such as sound changing, echo and transposition. A multi-track recorder section will store a performance from the keyboard for playback or transcription either into Apple's own internal music code or the conventional 'sticks and bits'.

The Hybrid Music 4000 costs £140.00 plus VAT from Hybrid Technology, Unit 3, Robert Davies Court, Nunfield Road, Cambridge CB4 1TP, Tel (0223) 316 910.

A Reel Improvement

STC has announced the formation of Cablemaster, a new distribution service which can supply wire and cable for just about every possible application. Cablemaster offers ex-stock delivery of a wide range of cable types, from heavy duty power distribution cables through to specialist products for computing, thermocouple and telephone applications. STC claims that Cablemaster is the first distributor to offer such a comprehensive range.

The Cablemaster catalogue gives detail specifications for the cable types available and the company provides a technical advice service. Orders can be placed by post or via the telephone and there are no postage and packing charges. Same-day despatch is guaranteed for all orders received before 5.30pm.

Catalogues and further information are available from Cablemaster, Edinburgh Way, Harlow, Essex CM20 2DF, Tel (0279) 639 639.
Computer-Controlled Broadcasting

The spinning turntables and banks of buttons in your local radio station could soon be a thing of the past. A new system from America makes it possible for one person to control all the major functions of a radio station using a touch-sensitive computer screen.

Microphones can be switched in as required, tapped sound effects can be selected from a menu and music tracks held in a remote-controlled multiple CD player can be brought into play by touching the screen. Telephone chat shows can also be controlled by the system and a text window on the screen allows news and other information to be flashed up in front of the presenter so that it can be read out.

The system is called Touchstone and consists of a software package for use on IBM PCs and a mechanical switching unit. The switch unit is controlled through the computer's RS232 port and can be used to operate tape machines and most other items of station equipment.

The CD player is a broadcast-quality unit which can hold 100 discs. Any one of 1000 tracks can be selected instantly by means of an external controller or computer such as the Touchstone system.

Touchstone is already in use in America. By enabling the presenter to take complete control, the system eliminates the need for a separate mixing desk operator and so reduces staffing costs.

Touchstone is distributed in the UK by Incomtel Ltd, 225 Goldhawk Road, London W12 8SB. Tel 01-743 5511.

Patch Sockets for DIL ICs

Daup Components has introduced a range of adaptors which allow connections to be made between ICs and sockets with different pin-outs.

The adaptors are intended for use in test and development work and consist of a plug and socket at either end of a small aluminium case. Each pin on the plug is linked to the corresponding pin on the socket via a DIL switch, allowing the connection to be broken when not required. New connections are made using wire links between two rows of miniature sockets. In this way, any pin can quickly be connected to any other pin.

The adaptors are available in thirteen sizes from 14 to 64 pins and feature turned-pin socket contacts and gold-plated pin contacts. Prices range from around £25.00 plus VAT for the 14-pin version up to £95.00 plus VAT for the 64-pin adaptor. A complete set of thirteen adaptors will set you back around £350.00 plus VAT.

Daup Components Ltd, 70-74 Barnham Road, Barnham, West Sussex PO22 0ES, Tel (0243) 553 031.

Long Arm-Band Of The Law

Criminal Justice agencies in America are using electronic tracking devices to keep tabs on paroled convicts and people awaiting trial.

The system uses an arm or ankle band which is fitted to the person being monitored. Signals from the band are picked up by a local receiver so long as the transmitter is in range. If the signal ceases, the receiver informs a central computer which sounds an alert. About 45 such programmes are operating in 20 American states and the National Institute of Justice says they offer a significant improvement in supervision at moderate cost.

Surface Mount Trial Board

The problems posed by surface-mounting components can be evaluated using a new trial board from OK Industries.

Designed in conjunction with British Aerospace, the board provides the correct tracking configurations for most currently available surface-mount devices and can be worked using direct heat, hot gas or any of the other standard surface-mount soldering techniques. Component packages with up to eighty pins can be accommodated and the board features track spacings down to 0.032ins (0.812mm).

The surface-mount trial board costs £4.98 plus VAT. OK has plans to introduce a supporting kit which includes dummy versions of some of the more expensive types of surface mount-components.

OK Industries UK Ltd, Barton Farm Industrial Estate, Chich- enhill Lane, Eastleigh, Hampshire SO5 9RR. Tel (0703) 619 841.

- Bopla manufactures enclosures and accessories for electronic equipment including 19" rack systems, moulded terminal and keyboard housings and a variety of plastic cases in various sizes. The range is described in a 20-page A4 catalogue from West Hyde Developments Ltd, 9-10 Park Street Industrial Estate, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire HP20 1ET, Tel (0296) 20441.

- ACCumulator is the newsletter of the Amateur Computing Club and the latest issue includes articles on serial output expansion, baud rate conversion and using the Rugby Clock broadcasts. Membership of the club costs £6.00 and details can be obtained from Andy Leeder, Church Farm, Stratton St. Michael, Norwich NR15 2QB.

- AB Engineering now distributes the range of fasteners, spacers, cabling and other cable accessories manufactured by Japanese company Kitagawa Industries. Detailed information on Kitagawa's range is included in a 20-page A4 illustrated catalogue which is available free-of-charge. Contact AB Engineering Company, Timber Lane, Woburn, Milton Keynes MK17, Tel (052) 325 322.

- A new club has recently started up in the Manchester area for electronics and computer enthusiasts. It meets on the second and fourth Tuesday of each month at a local school and aims to provide information and guidance on various aspects of the hobby. For details contact Mike Darlington at 18 Somerset Road, Fallsworth, Manchester M33 0WA, Tel 061-652 0274.

- The latest edition of the Data Converters and Reference ICs handbook from Ferranti contains information on both new and established ADCs, DACs and voltage reference devices. Application notes are included and there is a new section on interfacing ADCs and DACs with the Z80 and 65020 families of microprocessors. For a free copy contact Ferranti Electronics Ltd, Fields New Road, Chadderton, Oldham, Lancashire OL9 8NP, Tel 061-624 0515.

- Chris Curry's Red Boxes (see ETI December 1986) are now available for use with the Amstrad 464, 6128 and 6256 computers. They can be used to relay information from security devices and other sensors or to control mains-operated appliances, all using the existing mains wiring as a signal carrier. Contact Electronic Fulfilment Services Ltd, Chesterton Mill, French's Road, Cambridge CB4 3NP.
MIDI MASTER KEYBOARD
At last! A musical instrument that cannot produce a single sound! MIDI instruments can be controlled by an external keyboard and that is just what this top-spec beast is built for. Eat your heart out Roland (and Yamaha and Casio, and...).

MORE MUSIC
The May issue of ETI is positively bristling with goodies for the budding (or even more than budding) musician. Not only the MIDI keyboard but the start of a new regular column on musical equipment and the business and a Tech Tips special of musical circuits.

THE TRUTH ABOUT HI-FI
The real truth is we promised this issue for this feature. However, this time we mean it! All you really wanted to know about hi-fi but were afraid to make up.

PLUS...
There's the most up-to-date news for the electronics enthusiast, the most informed and opinionated columns, the most objective reviews, the most vigorous of letters, the free-est of readers' ads, and all the rest that each month make ETI the one worth waiting for.

THE MAY ISSUE OF ETI — ON SALE 3rd APRIL
GO FOR IT!
All the articles listed above are at an advanced stage of preparation, but circumstances beyond our control may prevent publication.

BINDERS
FOR YOUR VALUABLE COLLECTION OF ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINES
SPECIAL • EASY TO USE • TOP QUALITY
To ASP Readers Services, PO Box 35, Wolsey House, Wolsey Road, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 4BS (0442-41221)
Please supply ELECTRONICS Today International Binders @ £5.20 inc. P&P
Total £...... (Please make cheques payable to ASP Ltd.)
Years Required — 198......198......198......198.......
Name, Address
Please allow 21 days for delivery.

FREE 100 PAGE CATALOGUE
1000's Major & Minor Electronic components
Audio, Hifi, Car Radios, Amps, Kits, Computer Bits, Meters scopes, Test Gear, Transistors, Disco, Hardware Tools.
write or phone:
SMITH ELECTRONICS
57 CHAPEL STREET, LEIGH,
LANCS WN7 2AL Tel: (0942) 606674.
Beating The Dread Noughts

Tired of entering strings of noughts into your calculator when dealing with electrical quantities?

The new FX580 calculator from Casio handles multipliers such as micro and kilo directly and gives the result in the most appropriate units. It is also pre-programmed to handle equations involving most common electrical units and can correctly distinguish between the real and imaginary parts of calculations involving complex numbers.

The FX580 has a 10-digit liquid crystal display and holds 180 scientific functions. It accepts all multipliers from pico to Giga plus the less-familiar femto,atto, tera, peta and exa and understand the relationships between watts, volts, amps, ohms, farads, coulombs and seconds. Power is supplied by two lithium batteries and each set should last for around 16 weeks.

The FX580 will be available from Casio dealers at a recom-mended retail price of £27.95.

Casio Electronics Company Ltd., Unit 6, 1000 North Circular Road, London NW2 7JD. Tel 01-450 9131.

Blind Mice?

Researchers at IBM have developed a hand-held device which enables blind people to read from a computer screen. It is similar in many respects to a conventional computer mouse but has a matrix of tiny pistons on its upper surface. The mouse is moved around to select areas of the screen and the pistons move in and out to form characters which can be felt.

The device has been developed from existing equipment which has been in use for many years. The advantage is that the new system uses standard parts and will be relatively cheap to manufacture, unlike the old system which cost around £6,000 per unit. It is also far faster, more convenient and less bulky.

The mouse has been developed specifically for use with IBM computers but the engineers who designed it say there should be no problems adapting it to work with other computers.

DIARY

The International Open Systems Conference — March 3-6th
London. For details contact Online at the address below.

Wind Power — March 11th
White Horse Hotel, Dorking, Surrey. Lecture organised by the IEEIE. Contact M.P. Lott on 01-921 1129.

Energy In The World — March 12th
The IEE, London. Lecture by Sir Hermann Bondi of Cambridge University. Contact the South East Centre Honorary Secretary on (0462) 53331 ext. 292.

CAD/CAM '87 — March 14-16th
Metropole Hotel and NEC, Birmingham. See March '87 ETI or contact Christine Smith on 01-608 1161.

The Code-Breaking Computers Of 1944 — March 26th
The IEE, London. 2.15 pm followed by lecture in the evening. See March '87 ETI or contact the IEE at the address below.

Digitally implemented Radios — April 1st
The IEE, London. Colloquium. Contact the IEE at the address below.

Fibre optics in Communications — April 2nd
University of Cambridge, 7.00 pm. Lecture organised by the IEEIE. For details phone 01-863 3357.

The Role of Alternatives In The World Energy scene — April 7-9th
University of Reading. See March '87 ETI or contact the IEE at the address below.

Frequency Control And Synthesis — April 8-10th
University of Surrey. Conference. Contact the IEE on 01-388 3071.

Reliability '87 — April 14-16th
Birmingham. Conference and exhibition organised in conjunction with the IEE. Contact the Institute of Quality Assurance on 01-584 9026.

Electricity And The Body — Friend Or Foe? — April 23rd
The IEE, London. Lecture by Dr. A.T. Baker of the Royal Hallamshire Hospital. Contact the IEE at the address below.

The Electronic Data Interchange Conference — April 28/29th
The Barbican Centre, London. See February '87 ETI or contact Online at the address below.

Cellular & Mobile Communications '87 — April 28/29th
London. For details contact Online at the address below.

British Electronics Week 1987 — April 28-30th
Olympia Exhibition Centre, London. See February '87 ETI or contact the Evan Steadman Communications Group on (0799) 26699.

Digital Audio Tape Recording — April 30th
The IEE, London. See March '87 ETI or contact the IEE at the address below.

Tool KItS And Sneaky Tricks — May 15th
The IEE, London. 2.00 pm. Discussion meeting. Contact the IEE at the address below.

TV Displays: The Next Ten Years — May 20th
The IEE, London, 2.00 pm. Discussion meeting. Contact the IEE at the address below.

Computer North — May 27-29th
G-Mex Complex, Manchester. Business computer show. Contact Cahners on 01-891 5051.

International ISDN Conference — June 15-18th

Networks '87 — June 16-18th
London. For details contact Online at the address below.

CableSat '87 — June 2-4th
Metropole Hotel, Brighton. Exhibition and conference. Contact Online at the address below.

UK Telecommunications Networks: Present & Future — June 2-4th
IEE, London, Conference. Contact the IEE at the address below.

IDEX '87 — September 21-23rd

Addresses
Institution of Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place, London WC2 0BL Tel 01-240 1871.

Online Conferences Ltd, Pinner Green House, Ash Hill Drive, Pinner, Middlesex HA5 2AE, Tel 01-868 4466.
STATE OF THE ART POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES

High grade mosfet design for hi fi quality.
Each unit comes complete with onboard power supply featuring a toroidal transformer.
3 models to choose from — note these prices are for built and tested units complete.
Just plug in and go!

**SOUND TO LIGHT SYSTEM CONTROLLER**

- **4 CHANNEL MIXER**
  - ONLY £29.99
  - + £2 p&p

- **5 CHANNEL LIGHT SEQUENCER**
  - ONLY £39.99
  - + £2 p&p

- **STROBE LIGHT COMPLETE**
  - ONLY £29.99
  - + £2 p&p

**QUALITY LOUDSPEAKERS AT LOW, LOW PRICES!!**

- **4 CHANNEL DISCO MIXER**
  - ONLY £99.99
  - £3.00 p&p

- **5 CHANNEL STEREO MIC/AUDIO MIXER**
  - ONLY £44.99
  - £3.00 p&p

**DIGITAL SOUND SAMPLING ON YOUR MICRO**

Datel were the first UK company to bring sound sampling to the home micro at realistic prices. Now we can offer systems for Spectrum/Commodore/Amstrad. Digital sampling allows you to record any sound into the memory of your computer and then play it at any pitch, forwards, backwards, with echo, reverb, endlessly looped etc. Complete musical pieces can be composed within the sequencer from a single sampled sound.

- System is complete hardware/software package
- Free microphone supplied
- Spectrum/Plus/128K only £49.99 + £1.00 p&p
- Amstrad 464/664/6128 only £44.99 + £1.00 p&p
- Commodore 64/128 only £49.99 + £1.00 p&p

**ROBOTICS & MODEL CONTROL MADE EASY ON YOUR MICRO**

- Complete with ribbon connecting cable for mobile projects
- Simply controlled from basic or M/C

**COMMODORE 464/6128 ONLY £39.99**

- 6 inputs, 4 outputs with onboard relay
- Complete with ribbon cable
- Simply controlled from basic or M/C

**AMSTRAD 464/664/6128 ONLY £29.99**

- 6 inputs, 4 outputs with onboard relay
- Complete with ribbon cable
- Simply controlled from basic or M/C

**OTHER COMPUTER PERIPHERALS**

- Complete with ribbon cable
- Simply controlled from basic or M/C

Please send SAE for Catalogue.
READ/WRITE

The Cortex Caper

Sorne years ago I bought a Powertran Cortex kit and recently I discovered that the firm Powertran has disappeared.

I bought a Cortex kit some time ago and was told by the company that it had ceased trading. Unfortunately, ETI April 1987

The lack of a kit from a reliable supplier may not concern the dedicated hobbyist but undoubtedly deters the occasional constructor and inhibits the growth of interest in electronics.

The disadvantages of kits are that the supplier will choose components on the basis of cost rather than quality and that the kits will be designed around cases which are too small to allow upgrading. However, these problems only arise if the supplier assumes kits are primarily of interest to those who cannot afford an ‘ordinary’ brand amplifier/tuner.

The days have passed when it was possible to build more cheaply than buy except at the upper end of the market. Nowadays kits are more likely to attract customers who are weary of being told that X is not without any plausible reason being given, and who would like to put these opinions to the test and have more control over the sound than the ability to sign a cheque.

Hart Electronic Kits at present offer two JLH amps: a 30 watt integrated and a 100 watt power amp. The former is housed in a small box about 430 x 300mm and 1.5-2U in height. The latter is in a larger box about 31.5cm high. These boxes will stack together quite neatly and are attractive and unobtrusive.

Could Hart be persuaded to increase the range?

One item which could complete the JLH/ETI range would be a small integrated amp to replace the 30 watt mentioned above.

This is a good design but is now rather out of date and I am sure could be improved upon. For the last 6 years I have used two of the 30 watt amps and, good as they are, I cannot help feeling inside there is an even better amp trying to get out. However, they have always given me a great deal of pleasure and have been chosen by a number of friends in preference to more expensive and involves designs of impecable pedigree.

Since it is now over two years since you published the ‘Audio Design’ amps and as yet no kit is readily available perhaps it is a good time to ask JLH if he has had any further thoughts on the design, whether a lower power version would be possible, the advantages and disadvantages of different PSU con-

figurations, the advantages of dual mono construction, which component in the circuits are most likely to influence sound quality and benefit most from upgrading, whether it is better to mount PCBs horizontally or vertically, etc.

D.W. Macdonald.

Truro, Cornwall.

Great minds, it seems do indeed think alike. JLH has already suggested to us some improvements very much along the lines you mention.

In the reasonably near future we expect to publish an improved version of the Audio Design amp, complete with a kit from Hart, and a totally re-worked lower power design offering similar high quality to replace the old 30W amp and also available from Hart in kit form.

Pull the Other One

After many years of furious use, the controls on my guitar have finally (and inevitably) started to crackle beyond even my level of tolerance. I have tried everywhere to find replacements without much luck.

The problem is that I need a rotary pot with an on/off switch built-in and operated by pushing and pulling the pot knob — not the usual rotary switch.

Can you help me with a source of these pots? The only possibility I have been offered so far is a special order (probably all the way from the guitar factory in the States) and far too costly.

Colin Harris.

Cottingham, Humberside.

Potentiometers with integral push/pull switches are indeed difficult to find. Fortunately, Circit has recently started to stock these devices. They are available in 5k, 10k, 20/25k and 10k log and 10k, 20/25k and 100k lin versions, all with DPST switch and costing £1.50 each. Cirkit is on (0992) 444111.

ETI welcomes letters from readers on any topic. If you disagree with our learned contributors or just think it’s time for a general election, don’t sit there and seeth in silence. Write and tell us all about it. Write to:

Electronics Today International,
1 Golden Square,
London, W1R 3AB. ETI
FIFTEEN YEARS OF ETI

Wallow in a little nostalgia as ETI checks out its un-chequered history.

Way back in 1970 a new electronics magazine was launched in Australia. It was called Electronics Today International and it quickly became very popular indeed.

It proved so successful that the owners decided to try their luck with an overseas edition.

Thus it was that in April 1972 a British version of ETI appeared. It was based on the format established by its Australian predecessor and proved just as popular, quickly finding its place among the leading British electronics journals. Within a few years ETI had built up a large and devoted readership and gained a reputation for its topical features, strong project articles and of course, its off-beat sense of humour.

In The Beginning

So what was this exciting new magazine like, and how did it differ from the present-day ETI?

One noticeable difference is that the early ETI was aimed less at hard-bitten electronics enthusiasts and more at the general reader. The editorial page in the launch issue — boldly headed ‘Tomorrow Starts Today’— spoke of the ever-increasing impact of electronics on our daily lives. In a world where the daily pinta was electronically checked and the morning mail electronically sorted, it argued, everyone had an interest in electronics and would need up-to-date information. ETI set out to provide it.

Accordingly, the early issues had far more feature articles than is normal today and correspondingly fewer projects. The first ETI contained fourteen features and product tests plus news, reviews and a suppliers guide. Many of the articles were very short, some of them no more than a page. However, the topics chosen covered a very wide field and there was plenty to interest both the intelligent general reader and the more dedicated hobbyist.

The book reviews in particular covered a surprisingly broad range. In addition to the dictionaries of electronics, constructors guides and data books the first few issues carried reviews of The Population Bomb by Paul Ehrlich, Beyond Freedom And Dignity by the psychologist B.F. Skinner and Charles Reich's controversial book on the organisation of society in a technological age, The Greening of America.

The launch issue included articles on space tracking stations, triacs and room acoustics and there was also an early look at a topic which has occupied our attention more recently — bio-feedback. Tech Tips was there right from the start (although the first circuits were taken from manufacturers' data sheets rather than being sent in by readers) and by issue three the editors had received enough correspondence to start a regular letters page (called 'Input Gate' — anyone remember that?).

Sound Start

Another big difference between ETI then and now is the amount of space devoted to different aspects of electronics. In 1972 computers hadn't reached the home construction market and audio was the in thing. There were specialist hi-fi magazines around but few of them covered the electronics side of audio in any depth.

ETI responded to this challenge with a wealth of articles, backed up by a special agreement with a firm of acoustical consultants which enabled...
Power cuts hit Britain in 1974, but ETI readers weren't left in the dark.

us to offer comprehensive and authoritative advice on almost all audio matters.

The first issue included a review of the newly-launched Dolby noise reduction system and a 'scoop' review of the first reel-to-reel tape recorder with built-in Dolby — the Ferrograph Model 7HD.

The magazine also included record reviews in those days, around three to four pages each month being taken up with a look at the latest jazz, classical and pop releases. The review section was among the first of the regular features to be dropped but it says much about the supposed readership of the magazine that the editors felt it worth retaining the classical record reviews long after pop and jazz had gone.

Computing The Changes

Much has changed since those first few issues, and arguably the greatest change has been in the field of computing. ETI was the first electronics magazine in this country to describe a DIY computer design for the home constructor, presenting first the System 68 modules in 1977 and then the Triton single-board computer in 1978.

We also launched one of the first specialist computing magazines available in this country, Computing Today. It appeared as a pull-out supplement in the November 1978 issue of ETI and was published as a separate magazine from March 1979 onwards.

Sadly, CT is no longer around. Like many other non-trade, non-machine-specific computer magazines it lost out in the fierce circulation wars a year or so back and ceased publication. Nonetheless it will be remembered with affection by many past readers.

There have also been some interesting changes behind the scenes over the last fifteen years. ETI's original owner was an Australian called Colin Ryrie who also published the professional music magazine Sonics and a number of other audio and technical magazines. Tragically, Colin was killed in a boating accident whilst returning home one night across Sydney harbour. Control of the company passed to his son Kim who ran it successfully for some years.

In 1979 Kim Ryrie and a close friend came up with an idea for a futuristic musical instrument. In order to develop the idea they needed a large sum of money fairly quickly so Kim sold off his magazine holdings. He achieved the best price by selling the Australian and British interests separately. Thus ETI acquired British owners and the world gained a new musical instrument, named after the suburb of Sydney where Ryrie lived. It was called The Fairlight.

Changes in the world of electronics have also been faithfully reflected in our pages. The December 1972 issue introduced that marvellous device, the light emitting diode, while readers of the December 1974 issue were treated to some advice on how to handle the newly-introduced and very delicate CMOS ICs. MOSFETs and gallium arsenide are among the other new developments charted in our pages and the list of new techniques and applications we have covered is far too long to go into here.

Some other developments have stood the test of time less well. Bubble memories were all the rage for a long time but somehow never made it commercially. Quadrophonic audio was another idea which generated a lot of interest at the time, and who now remembers the Elcassette?

Our projects too have frequently broken new ground. Aside from the computers mentioned earlier, we were the first electronics magazine to publish a design using switched capacitor filters. Some of our audio projects in particular have set new standards in their fields and it was pleasing to see a music magazine recently recommending the ETI/Powertran Vocoder to its readers, even though the design is now over sixty years old.

Very Interesting, But ...

And of course, ETI wouldn't have been complete without a few silly articles. Among our personal favourites were the guide to Murphy's Law (October 1972, repeated in September 1977!), Phil Walker's Super Selective Music Filter (April 1984) and the Adzap (April 1986). We also produced one or two items which were perfectly functional even if the function was a little odd. In this category we recall the UFO detector (which certainly detected something even if it wasn't UFOs) and are happy to carry on the tradition with the 24-hour Sundial in this issue.

And so, we hope, it will go on. The changes over the past fifteen years have been enormous and we can reasonably expect just as much to change in the next fifteen years. But whatever happens in electronics, so long as they are enthusiasts around who need to be informed and entertained, we hope ETI will be there to do it.

See you in 2002.

ETI APRIL 1987
ETI NEEDS YOU!

This copy of ETI is your magazine - more than one, you bought it last year, but you only read it once. It's an Ed's readers' service, designed to provide you with a wide range of electronic projects and ideas. Ed's readers, you'll find plenty of interesting stuff here, from basic circuits to advanced electronics. If you don't want to take your time over these projects, you can always buy one of the many available hobby kits. If you need a specific part or component, you can always buy it from Ed's shop. Ed's also has a range of books and catalogues for sale, which you can use to build your own projects. If you're interested in building your own projects, you can always use the ETI interface to interconnect your computers. If you're interested in building your own projects, you can always use the ETI interface to interconnect your computers.

SPECIAL OFFER ... SPECTRUM AND BBC OWNERS!

Computers In Control At An Affordable Price

DCP Interspec: only £29.95 for ZX Spectrum owners (normally £49.95)
DCP Interbeeb: only £49.95 for BBC Micro users (normally £69.95)

The DCP interfaces are tried and trusted add-ons which will bring your computer the full benefits of interfacing.

Order Code RO ETS. Please supply...... Interspecs at £29.95 plus £1.95 p&p. per order.

Order Code RO ET6. Please supply...... Interbeeb at £49.95 plus £1.95 p&p. per order.

NAME

ADDRESS

Or, I authorise you to debit my
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No. ......... to the sum of £ ...... Signed

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery.

The Interspec and Interbeeb both include the following features:

- 8-bit input port
- 8-bit output port
- four switch sensor inputs
- four relays switching 12V 1A outputs
- 8-channel multiplexed analogue-to-digital converter
- 15-way expansion bus

All parts are 1/O-mapped (including the expansion bus) and have been designed to allow the addition of expansion boards. In addition to the above facilities, the Interbeeb includes a separate power supply (the Interspec takes its power from the Spectrum edge-connector) and a precision 2.5V voltage reference in the ADC (the Interspec uses a simple zener diode reference). The ADC is based on the 0809 device and has a stated conversion time of 1ms and an accuracy of ±0.1%.

These units are extremely easy to use and are supplied, built and tested, with all the documentation necessary to get you up and interfacing.
GRAPhICS PROCESsORS

Ian Sherlock looks into his high-res, bit mapped crystal ball and finds the graphical future of computers is not that far away.

The ability to present graphical information is one of the most important features of any computer system. This applies not only to the large (and horrendously expensive) engineering workstations at the top end of the market but right down to the humble home micro.

There has been a trend recently to incorporate graphics based operating systems in business computers and even in some of the more domestic aimed machines (the Apple Macintosh and Atari ST micros).

The graphical power of micros has steadily increased since their introduction some 10-15 years years ago (Table 1). However, the abilities of the conventional methods of handling computer graphics have just about reached their peak. To go further a new approach is required. This is provided by the 'graphics processor'.

Development Of Graphics

To appreciate the importance of graphics processors we need to look at the recent history of microcomputer graphics systems.

Graphics systems have developed significantly since small computers first appeared in the early seventies. Figure 1 shows the simplified system design of an early micro-computer such as the Nascom or UK101. The microprocessor has access to all system memory, and that area of memory dedicated to the screen can also be accessed by a character generator. The character generator scans through screen memory recognising character codes and then putting the appropriate dot sequence on the screen. Such a character generator can only produce a very limited display of text and so-called 'chunky' graphics.

The next system to emerge, and that used widely today, replaced the character generator with a graphics controller chip accessing screen memory configured as a bit-map. Such a system is used by the BBC micro and is shown in Fig. 2.

The bit-map differs from the arrangement of memory used with a character generator in that each bit in the bit-map corresponds directly to information displayed on the screen. In a very simple black and white system there might be one bit in memory mapped directly to each screen pixel (ie one = pixel on, zero = pixel off).

This scheme allows the microprocessor to display absolutely any picture within the system's resolution limits by changing the pattern of ones and zeros in the bit-map by means of the graphics controller.

The graphics controller relieves the host microprocessor of some of the work involved in managing the bit-map. For example, in some systems the host microprocessor can send simple instructions to the controller of the form:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Screen Resolution</th>
<th>Number of Colours</th>
<th>Bit-map Size</th>
<th>Approx. 'Dot Frequency'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>256 x 200 (low)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25K</td>
<td>5.4MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640 x 480 (medium)</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>307K</td>
<td>22MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1280 x 1024 (high)</td>
<td>64k</td>
<td>2621K</td>
<td>100MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Bit-map memory usage of different displays

Fig. 1 Character generation in early micros.
Draw a line from point (0,0) to (100,100).
Draw a circle radius 20 centred at (60,80).
Draw a filled rectangle on the diagonal between (10,10) and (70,30).

The controller interprets these instructions and sets up the bit-map accordingly. If the user requires an unusual pattern to be drawn the host microprocessor has to intervene directly to alter the bit-map. Such intervention draws heavily on the host's processing power and slows the system unacceptably.

The simple bit-map and controller arrangement described has certain obvious disadvantages:

- It will not handle text efficiently.
- It is slow.
- It is limited by any pre-defined functions designed into the graphics controller.

To an extent, these problems can already be solved but the development of a graphics processor still provides a big leap forward in performance.

Providing colour for a bit-map display is quite easy and can be achieved by mapping several bits in memory to each pixel on the screen. For example mapping four bits per pixel would allow either 16 different colours or perhaps 16 different intensities of one colour to be displayed on a screen.

To achieve the resolution required for, say, the electronic publishing of a colour magazine would require a bit-map holding at least 25 bits per pixel — 8 bits or 16 intensities for each of the three primary colours.

It is fairly clear that a bit-map of any size will eat up large chunks of memory. Some examples are shown in Table 2.

It is for reasons of economy of memory and speed of operation that even graphics controller based systems tend to handle text in the same way as character generators. A word processor displaying 25 lines of 80 character text would require about 2k of memory if it used a character generator.

Producing the same display from a black and white bit-map would require about 12 times more memory, and considerably more than that if a colour bit-map were used. In addition to the need for more memory the bit-map display of text would be much slower in operation than the character generator display since moving a character about would entail shifting several bytes of information, not just a single byte character code.

Clearly there is a trade off in design. A graphics controller displaying text in the same way as a character generator, uses little memory and is quick. However, mixing chunks of text and graphics can pose difficulties which stem from the different ways in which the two entities are stored in memory.

But now...

It would seem then that the problems of bit-mapped graphics driven by a controller can be eased but not mitigated completely. We shall see later that the first graphics processors now becoming available are suf-fi-
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...iciently quick in operation to allow text and graphics to be handled in the same way in the bit-map, while at the same time overcoming the problems of the limited instruction set of the graphics controller. Using a graphics processor, an electronics engineer can now put together a low cost system with the following features:

- Full colour, variable intensity, bit-mapped display.
- Text from a variety of fonts mixed with complex graphics.
- Very high speed number crunching for 3D animation.
- A graphics system which is totally programmable and can even operate without intervention from the host microprocessor.

A useful analogy can be drawn between a graphics system and a hand held calculator. A graphics controller provides fixed graphical functions in the same way that a calculator provides fixed mathematical functions. In contrast a graphics processor can be programmed to execute a series of instructions giving it much the same flexibility and sophistication that sets a programmable calculator apart from a simple hand operated machine.

Having taken a brief look at the development of graphics systems the following question arises: Why has it taken so long for manufacturers to devote funds to the production of a properly optimised graphics processor? The answer to this question lies largely in the realms of memory development. Until recently the DRAM chips available for graphics bit-maps have imposed an unacceptable constraint on the performance of any graphics system, no matter how efficiently the driving processor or controller. This memory problem has recently been solved, opening the way for the design of very powerful systems. 

VRAM

The system shown in Fig. 2 hints at the memory problem which is associated with bit-map bandwidth and stems from the need to update the screen continuously from memory.

A typical computer display can spend 90% of its time updating the screen with the other 10% of its time taken by the blanked electron beam retracing its scan path. During the screen update period information has to be read from the bit-map.

Using conventional DRAMs it is not possible to read out data sequentially to the screen while updating other areas of memory at the same time. So the graphics system is limited to making alterations to the computer display during the 10% of time when the screen is blanked.

This is an unacceptable communications bottleneck. To appreciate how it has been overcome we first need to look at the operation of a DRAM in greater detail.

Figure 3(a) shows a simplified diagram of a single Dynamic RAM chip. The DRAM is accessed in the normal way by providing a row address signal (which the DRAM latches to select a row of information) followed by a column address signal (which the DRAM latches so that one bit in the selected row can be identified). The condition of the DRAM Read/Write line then determines whether the selected bit is read from or written to.

If a bit-map were to be made entirely from DRAM then, as explained, severe limitations would be imposed on the performance of the graphics system.

One solution to the problem involves using two port video RAMs or VRAMs, devices which first became available commercially in 1984. A single VRAM is shown schematically in Fig. 3(b).

Shift Registers

VRAM looks like a DRAM with a shift register attached and indeed VRAM supports the normal DRAM read and write accesses. However, VRAM will also accept a row address followed by a special transfer strobe which signals the device to copy the selected row to the shift register. When the transfer has been completed an external shift clock can be applied to shift the row data out of the VRAM. During shifting the VRAM is free to be updated.

Of course in reality DRAMS and VRAMS are much larger than indicated in Fig. 3(b), typically they might be built as 256x256 bit arrays rather than the 4x4 bit array shown.

A VRAM bit-map is able to update its display by transferring rows to the shift register to be clocked out to
the screen driver. From the moment of transfer the VRAM would be free to be modified. For typical screen display the VRAM would be busy for only 5% of the time. This compares favourably with the 90% busy figure for the DRAM bit-map. In the future the vast majority of high performance graphics systems will have to rely on the VRAM as the bit-map memory component.

The TMS34010

The availability of VRAM has made the development of graphics processors a worthwhile activity. The first device to reach the market is the Texas Instruments TMS34010. A 1.8 micron CMOS device made up of over 2 million transistors, the TMS34010 is a complete 32 bit microprocessor in its own right but with certain features added to optimise its graphics performance.

The chip was designed in England and is currently available in sample quantities costing roughly £230 each. However, as production steps up over the next few years that price should fall below £20 per device at which point add-on boards will start to become available for personal computers, bringing work station quality graphics to the home market.

The internal architecture of the TMS34010 is shown in Fig. 4. The central processing unit functions are located in the middle of the diagram. These include 30 32 bit general purpose registers which are all available to the user. There is also a 256 byte instruction cache built into the TMS34010, shown in Fig. 4 above the CPU. The cache holds a copy of a small region of processor memory. As the TMS34010 executes code it looks in the cache for the next instruction. If the instruction is present in the cache it can be fetched with virtually no delay, saving time which would otherwise be lost accessing extended memory.

Graphics code commonly contains large numbers of short machine code loops used, for example, to draw lines and circles. The cache has been designed to accommodate these short loops and can execute them very quickly, making few external memory accesses.

Running down the left of Fig. 4 are a series of dedicated I/O registers. Seven registers control the way in which the processor responds to an interrupt and the way in which the processor interacts with the system host processor (assuming there is one).

There are a further 15 registers dedicated to video timing. These can be programmed by the user to set the length of the horizontal and vertical sync and blanking signals. The processor can be used to produce signals compatible with a whole range of video standards. The generation of video signals can also be disabled and the chip locked to an external picture source to allow the mixing of different video signals.

The last set of six I/O registers control the local memory interface. The processor’s local memory can be made up of VRAMs for the bit-map, DRAMs to hold program data and even EPROMs to hold boot-up code for a system in which the TMS34010 does not have a host.

All the local memory control logic is resident in the processor so VRAM and DRAM chips can be connected directly to the processor with a minimum of glue logic and no dedicated memory controller is required. The TMS34010 is also exceptional in that its address space extends over 128 Mbytes to accommodate the biggest VRAM bit-maps.

The largest area of Fig. 4 and the largest area on the silicon chip is taken up with the microcontrol ROM which orchestrates the movement of data within the chip as it executes each machine code instruction. The size of the control ROM is a reflection of the large number of optimised instructions built into the TMS34010. These instructions allow the programmer to refer to the bit-map directly using an XY co-ordinate address mode, leaving the chip to compute the absolute memory address itself.

Another strong graphics feature hinges on the ability of the processor to move large amounts of data about in memory very quickly. The processor also has the ability to look at data not just at bytes and words but also as pixel groups whose bit size can be preset by the user. So it is possible to effect pixel block transfers (pixblts) easily from machine code, particularly if use is made of the x,y addressing mode.

The pixblt operations enable 2D bit arrays to be moved around in memory at high speed and are especially useful for moving graphical entities about within the bit-map. For example, characters from a text font can be treated as 2D arrays of pixels and pixblt operations may be used on them to achieve smooth scrolling effects.

Pixel blocks can also be combined with each other arithmetically before displaying them on the screen so transparency masks can be set up to protect certain parts of the display or to protect certain colours.
This month's cover shows TMS34010 demos. (a) Two rotating cubes in a wire frame tunnel demonstrating real time 3D animation. (b) A screen full of text with an inset of scrolling text, all performed by the graphics processor. (c) High speed pattern-fill demos. (d) Solid cube rotated in real time with salient measurements. (e) Video image processing - zoom. (f) Perspective projection of a surface. (g) Colour blend demo with only four bits per pixel. (h) ETI in the numerous fonts supported by the TMS34010. (i) Simulated ECG display — the traces move!

**Typical System**

Figure 5 shows a typical system incorporating a TMS34010 in a configuration that could set the norms for personal computers of the future. Such a system could be designed to provide a display of resolution 1024x1024 using perhaps 4 bits per pixel. The colour palette shown in Fig. 5 acts as a look up table such that the 4 bits per pixel can define any 16 colours from a palette of 4096. The 16 selected colours can also be changed at the end of each displayed line by reloading the palette control registers.

It should be remembered that the TMS34010 is designed as a general purpose 32 bit processor optimised for graphics work so micro designers looking to cut costs could dispense with the host section of the architecture altogether.

The resulting system, built entirely around a TMS34010 would retain the graphics performance of the personal computer while being cheaper and simpler to manufacture, a system ideally suited to the home micro market.

With a machine cycle time of 160ns the graphics processor is capable of drawing lines at the rate of 1.25 Mpixels per second and placing bit-map text at 43k characters per second. The number crunching capacity of the chip also enables it to cope with the real time number crunching requirements of the computer. 

These four screen shots show a black and white video image captured with the graphics processor and then manipulated in memory. Top: the original picture. Upper middle: The effect of a low pass filter with loss of sharp edges. Lower middle: Histogram equalisation of the image. Bottom: Demonstration of a zoom.
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animation of 3D graphics. Rotating wire frame diagrams poses no great problem and the programming effort can be minimised by providing the user with high level language procedures to apply three dimensional perspective and rotational transformations. The programmer simply has to dump the co-ordinates of his 3D object into an array, apply the transform and perspective procedures and let the chip do the rest.

There are obvious applications for graphics processors in displaying computer graphics on VDUs but these processors are also able to control laser printers. A laser printer operates by dumping information to be printed into a memory bit-map. The contents of the bit-map can then be scanned out to a laser which writes on a spinning photosensitive drum.

The drum becomes electrostatically charged according to the scan pattern of the laser and attracts powdered ink. The inked drum can then print to paper in the same way a photocopier prints to paper. Laser printers offer exceptionally high speed and high resolution printing. To achieve their full potential the information in the bit-maps has to be managed efficiently and graphics processors can provide the necessary management functions.

Future
The graphics processor is now being designed into the next generation of personal computers as a standard feature. In two or three years time when the cost of the device has fallen even further it will begin to look very attractive to the manufacturers of micro-computers. The graphics processor could appear as an add-on board transforming the performance of an existing micro or alternatively it could be placed at the heart of a custom designed machine.

The appearance of these advanced micros will pose a challenge to the writers of software who will be able to produce real-time animated 3D graphic displays of outstanding quality. Graphics software will become considerably more sophisticated to utilise the more powerful hardware. Micro operating systems will also tend to imitate those of the bigger office machines in that there will be a move towards the control of computers through mouse and VDU rather than through the keyboard.

Image Processing
One of the most intriguing applications of future micros may lie in the area of image processing. It so happens that the VRAMS which make up the bit-map can be made to work in reverse so that a digitised bit stream from a camera can be fed into the shift register and dumped to the memory array. Once captured an image could be processed for enhancement or special effects purposes before being redumped to a screen.

The emergence of the graphics processor will stimulate several exciting developments over the next few years. Although the current price puts these devices outside the range of most ETI pockets we shall all surely be seeing a lot more of the graphics processor in the future.

ETI
BIO-FEEDBACK

FEATURED IN ETI DECEMBER 1986
A complete parts set for the ETI bio-feedback monitor. Previously offered at £14.55, the last few sets to clear at £8.98! We will also supply a free meter movement for the monitor. The complete parts set includes case, PCB, all components, meter and full instructions.

YOUR LAST CHANCE

BIO-FEEDBACK PARTS SET ONLY £9.99!
WITH FREE METER!

And proud to announce:

Complete Parts Sets for ETI Projects

Mains Conditioner
FEATURED IN ETI SEPTEMBER 1986
- Suitable for ETI mains conditioner
- Includes all components, knobs, switches, and full instructions.
- Suitable case £7.50

Credit Card Casino
FEATURED IN ETI MARCH 1987
- An exciting little project using popular 8-bit microprocessors.
- Includes all components, switches, test leads, and full instructions.
- Suitable case £7.50

Mains Controller
FEATURED IN ETI JANUARY 1987
- A unique project using popular 8-bit microprocessors.
- Includes all components, switches, test leads, and full instructions.
- Suitable case £7.50

Powerful Air Ioniser
FEATURED IN ETI JULY 1986
- A unique project using popular 8-bit microprocessors.
- Includes all components, switches, test leads, and full instructions.
- Suitable case £7.50

Match Box Amplifiers
30W Single IC parts set £3.50
50W Bridge Amplifier parts set £3.90
LM1875 Power Amplifier IC, with data, £3.90

LM2917 Experimenter Set
- Complete LM2917 IC, special printed circuit board and instruction manual.
- Suitable case £5.80

Rugged Plastic Case
- Suitable case £1.85

White Ioniser Parts Set ONLY £9.80!

LEDScope
FEATURED IN ETI JANUARY 1987
- Tony Ellis's famous LED oscilloscope.
- Features a powerful metric and millivolt range.
- Suitable case £7.95

Orders should be sent to Specialist Semiconductors in the address below including 60p towards postage and packing. Please allow up to 14 days for delivery. There is no telephone service at the moment, but all letters or requests for lists will be answered (at top speed if you send SAE)

Founders House Redbrook Monmouth Gwent

Specialist
LED DISPLAY DIGITAL ELECTRONIC CLOCK MODULE

Electronic clock modules with MC3 10 3-bit display. 4-digit 0.5" LED display, expands with extra 74LS85D to form PCB. Only needs a transformer and switches to construct a complete self-powered digital clock for many projects. Suitable for 50 or 50 Hz mains supplies. Direct (multi-purpose) LED drive. Also available in 120V AC and DC. Supplied complete with 240V mains transformer and wiring diagram. Cost: $5.14

HART ELECTRONICS are specialist producers of kits for design by JOHN LINES-HOOD. All kits are APPROVED by the designer.

LINES-HOOD CASSETTE RECORDER CIRCUITS

MINIATURE PCB with 10.7MHz ceramic filters, 2-transistor AM detector, AX216 noise suppression IC and TCA450DA audio amplifier. All parts are included on a PCB with a stubby lead to fit in a FM tuner or car radio. Complete with circuit. Incredible value £5.10

LINES-HOOD 300 SERIES AMPLIFIER KITS

Superb integrated amplifier kits derived from John Lines-Hood's articles in HiFi News. Ultra easy assembly and set-up with sound quality to please the most discerning listener. Ideal base for any domestic system or quality radio receivers. Buy the kit complete and save pounds off the individual component price.


LINES-HOOD SYNCHRONYME AM RECEIVER

Very high quality kit for the record feature designed for Wireless World. This kit represents the final attempt to make a powerful receiver. It will give you Radio 4 or 5 even in better quality than your present Eastern Transmitter. Advantages in construction, supplied by the Author, uses 3-character PCB and is a stacked layout for total simplicity, ease of construction, and minimal wiring. This module will form the AM section of a new high quality AM/FM stereo receiver kit. The power supply and tuning panel will be included with the AM section.


HIGH QUALITY REPLACEMENT CASSETTE HEADS

Do you have any doubts about the quality of your cassette tape? Your HiFi set will not be able to play it. Fill in your replacement heads and comply with the requirements of new technology. The following are a list of the most popular models of replacement heads, all are suitable for use with Dolby machines and are easy to install.

HCB0 Polyethylene Stereo Head. The standard head aimed at professional equipment on most decks. £4.95
HS16 Superb Head. High-end head. The best head we can find. £7.45
DL16 Dual Superb Head. The head with precision and quality. £7.45

Special Price: Heads £49.95. Latest version Double Mono Head. £59.95

HCB0 Polyethylene Stereo Head. The standard head aimed at professional equipment on most decks. £4.95
HS16 Superb Head. High-end head. The best head we can find. £7.45
DL16 Dual Superb Head. The head with precision and quality. £7.45

Special Price: Heads £49.95. Latest version Double Mono Head. £59.95

Tape head de-magnetizer: Handly size and operated unit prevents build up of residual head magnetism causing noise on playback! £4.95

Send for your free copy of our 15 TIPS Overseas Please send £9.95

Please add part cost of post, packing and insurance as follows: Overseas Please send sufficient to cover Surface or Air Post as required.

ONLINE CATALOGUE OWENS ELECTRONICS

Design your own CUSTOM COMPUTER

Lay out double sided PCB on the screen, separating the layers by colour. Store design on disc, recall for editing or plot it on an Epson HS-10. A-plotter ready for 2:1 photo reduction. 40 or 80 Trac disc based software £20.

VINDEREN ASSOCIATES, PO BOX 130, BELFAST BT9 6NB. TEL: 0232 667885

S BRAND NEW CATALOGUE OMNI ELECTRONICS

We stock a wide range of components:
- transformers, switches, pots, ICs, capacitors, resistors, diodes, boxes, trims, LEDs, caps, connectors, PCBs
in fact, all you need for your projects.
Send for our new catalogue - 20p + 1st class postage or call at our shop Mon-Fri 9am - 6pm, Sat 9am - 5pm.

174 Dalkeith Road EDINBURGH EH16 5DX 031-667-2611

OMNI ELECTRONICS

FREEPOST your order or enquiry to us

OMNI ELECTRONICS

' ' 000

' ' 000
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HARDWARE DESIGN CONCEPTS

Mike Barwise continues his pulse generator design. This month he looks at criteria for designing the PCB and adds a range expander to the system.

We have now reached the final, practical stage of our pulse generator design. I have chosen to distribute the generator across several PCBs. It would otherwise be difficult to find a convenient case for it and anyway the various functions are better kept separate for performance reasons.

This modularity also allows potential future upgrades. Using the industry standard extended single Eurocard (100mm x 220mm), a half width (8.5in) Eurocase will accommodate our design, which will consist of four boards in the first instance.

The common connector between boards is a DIN41612 C indirect with 96 ways. This allows the A and B rows to be used for the pin-intensive programming register bus (44 bits) and clocks, leaving the C row for use by the control microprocessor. When dealing with such a large pin count, confusion between pin names is likely to arise, so all microprocessor signals will be prefixed 'PRO:...'.

Increasing Generator Range

Referring back to the February 1987 issue, we see that the basic 1000:1 range of the pulse generator can be increased by the addition of a decade programmable clock divider. This is the board we will build this month. It provides four decade ranges for each of the parameters of the pulse — period, delay and width. This divider is a lot simpler than the pulse generator, as the counters are allowed to free run.

In order to create decade ranges, the 74F168 decade counter is used. This is a direct plug-in replacement for the 74F169 used elsewhere in this design.

The circuit (Fig. 1) consists of a master clock oscillator, a four decade synchronous divider chain and a four to one multiplexer for each of the three outputs required. One multiplexer is obligatory (pulse period), the delay and width multiplexers being optional but highly recommended as they allow much greater control. The cost of two extra multiplexers (about £5) is well worth it.

The multiplexer outputs are buffered by a 74F244 to allow sufficient drive for the pulse generator board. If you want to go cheapskate and use only one multi-

The first stage effective rate is the input clock rate (say 20MHz) yielding an output of 1MHz, the second stage effective rate is 2MHz (divide by ten) yielding an output of 100ns and so on.

Resolution And Clock Rate

A couple of readers have told me I did not make my comments on pulse generator resolution quite clear enough, so here goes with some further clarification.

The programmable counters are clocked at the input clock rate selected by the range board. It is not possible, however, to program a counter to divide by one. The lowest functional modulo is in fact two. This means the shortest period programmable is twice the clock period.

However, it is possible to program the period to all other multiples of the clock period up to maximum. So the programmable increment in period (the resolution) is equal to the clock period with a minimum of two clock periods. With a 10MHz clock you can program pulses of 200ns, 300ns and so on, and with a 20MHz clock, 100ns, 150ns, 200ns etc.
Once we use our counters to create a pulse generator this minimum period of two clock periods must be taken into account for each counter. It is apparent that when both delay and width are programmed to their minima of 200ns (10MHz clock), the overall period must be programmed to 400ns or greater, yielding a maximum frequency of 2.5MHz. Even though 100ns increments generally provide adequate resolution for our pulse generator, the use of a 20MHz clock giving 50ns resolution to each counter doubles $f_{\text{max}}$ to 5MHz.

The final circuit of the generator board (coming next month!) will allow a zero delay option to permit working to around 10MHz depending on the oscillator selected.

I am standardising on the 40MHz crystal (20MHz clock) for the moment (the software depends on it to some extent) so I would recommend it all round.

I hope this dispels any confusion about resolution.

The pulse generator as a whole has about half the resolution of a single programmable counter, due to the cascaded delay and width stages.

**The PCB**

I have already mentioned how the 74AS and 74F series TTL required for the 20MHz version of the pulse generator require special consideration when laying out the PCB.

If normal 74LS series TTL is used (for a 10MHz pulse generator) the PCB layout is not critical. However, assuming that we are using the 74F or 74AS high speed TTL chips, the bulk of the handling precautions are accomplished by a board topside consisting entirely of Vcc and ground planes. This is shown in Fig. 4.

Note that the IC packages should be well spaced apart but that interconnections should generally be no more than two inches or so long.

The topside foil has been designed for use with both the pulse generator board and the range board so more pilot holes for the IC pins are given than necessary for this particular circuit. For many pins in these positions the holes in the foil should be widened with a countersink drill bit (as they are at the backplane connector) to give clearance from the ground and Vcc planes as required by the circuit.

The PCB tracking on the underside should be as fine as possible, ideally in the region of 0.02in, and the track density should be no greater than 0.05in. Each track should be of consistent width.

Tracks which vary in width cause problems when it comes to predicting their dynamic characteristics (impedance, resonance and so on) at high speeds. Of course, tracks which carry heavy currents (eg output tracking from the driver/buffers) should be thicker, but not much more than say 0.05in, and the track to gap width ratio should be kept to about 50%.
These specifications represent a good rule of thumb for minimal crosstalk (spurious interaction) between adjacent TTL digital signals at up to about 50MHz. Tracks thinner than 0.02in are difficult to etch (although boards using 0.01in tracking prove excellent for small signal logic — if you can make them reliably). With tracks wider than about 0.05in, track capacitance starts to become significant in the 20MHz region.

The track/gap width ratio is mainly responsible for controlling the track to track crosstalk, and the (con-
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tant) spacing with respect to the ground plane on the
topside is the primary factor controlling the char-
acteristic impedance of the track.
Tracking should be straight line/angular rather than
'soft curve', but corners should (ideally) be turned in
45 degree increments rather than 90 degree. More
acute junctions than 45 degree are never permitted.
Not only can these radiate at high frequencies but
they pose considerable etching and soldering problems.

Construction
The only safe approach when using a 20MHz or
faster system is to use a PCB. Remember that your
master clock oscillator is running at 40MHz. Sockets
should be used for all components, including the
oscillator, as this allows easy servicing and upgrade.
Only good quality low profile turned pin sockets
should be used. If these look a little expensive, Augat
produce a very good coined contact alternative which
is available from various sources, but standard Vero
sockets are ideal.

Turned pin sockets have integral stand-offs on the
pins. Where ground and Vcc connections are needed,
these should be soldered direct to the supply planes
on the topside. Pins not grounded or connected to
Vcc should pass through clearance holes in the
ground plane.

If you have to countersink these holes yourself, it is
quite important to leave some copper between adja-
cent pins to screen them from each other. However, it
doesn't take much so don't risk pins shorting to
ground by being too cautious with the countersink.
Note that a spot face cutter is not suitable. Its nose
angle is too obtuse so it will be very difficult to get the
cutouts centred about the holes in the PCB.

Of course any links on the topside of the board
must be insulated. It pays to form the links tidily with
a pair of pliers. The best stuff is 22 SWG or 24 SWG
tinned copper wire and 0.7mm bore PTFE (heatproof)
sleeving (both available from RS).

Though neatness is a lot of trouble, the results will
well repay the effort. At the speeds we are talking
about, neatness almost equates to reliability.

For decoupling, try to get multi-layer miniature
ceramic capacitors. The ordinary single layer discs are
too big for comfort. The aim is to keep the board pro-
file as low as possible, in any case not more than 0.6in
total including the lead projection on the solder side.
This is not very difficult to achieve in practice, but it is
important, as the boards will have to be mounted
together on a 0.8in pitch.

Despite these constraints, the only component that you
won't be able to get from normal chip shops will be
the oscillator. This is available from IQD, North Street,
Crewkerne, Somerset TA18 7AR. Tel: (0460) 74433.

Next month I shall give the recommended PCB
underside foil pattern. Meanwhile you are welcome to
try your hand at designing your own.

Next month I shall also look at the design of the
main pulse generator board.

RACK STYLE CABINET

"Suitable for instruments, high quality amplifiers and many other purposes. Black anodised aluminium front panel enhanced with two handles. Aluminum version, without front panel. Rack mount or freestanding. Customer who requires further details, please send S.A.E.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel Size</th>
<th>Rear Box W x H (inch)</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>AL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19x3.5</td>
<td>17x5-5/10</td>
<td>27.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19x3.5</td>
<td>17x5-5/10</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19x3.5</td>
<td>17x5-5/10</td>
<td>21.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19x3.5</td>
<td>17x5-5/10</td>
<td>18.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19x3.5</td>
<td>17x5-5/10</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19x3.5</td>
<td>17x5-5/10</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Discontinued sizes. Special price valid while stock lasts. Please add £2.00 P/P for the first item and £1.00 for each additional item. Quantity discount available. A limited quantity of electronic kits at give away prices. SAE for details. Overseas orders welcome. Mail order only. To order send cheque/postal order, please allow up to 7 days delivery for cheque clearance.

T J A DEVELOPMENTS
53 Hartington Road, London E17 8AS.

INTERAK 1

AN EXPANDABLE DISK-BASED
Z80A DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
YOU CAN BUILD YOURSELF!

Universities, Colleges, Industry, Enthusiasts:

Unlike home computers, development systems have entirely
"open" architecture, use standard TTL chips, etc. (no ULA's),
and are built in a proper engineering fashion. Usually
these superior products carry a correspondingly
superior price tag, but you can build Interak yourself
board and thus afford a system which would normally be
out of your reach and/or understanding.

The initial development system has 64K of RAM, a 4 MHz
Z80A CPU, parallel ASCII keyboard interface, VDU Interface
(TV set or monitor), and a floppy disk drive interface for up to
4 drives. Any size (including 8" double density) can be used,
but our 1 Megabyte 3.5" drives are proving very popular
because they can fit into the system rack, and (they only
cost £94.00 each + VAT). OPM Plus is available, giving
access to thousands of "public domain" programs.

The system can be described as "future proof" because it
uses plug in 4.5" x 8" cards in an industrial quality 19" rack.
We have been established since 1979 and this system
was first made in 1977 so (unlike almost all other computers)
it has stood the test of time and/or marketing.

Send two second class stamps, or telephone for a
detailed descriptive leaflet, specification, prices, etc.

Greenbank Electronics (Dept T54), 460 New Chester Road,
Rock Ferry, Birkenhead, Merseyside L42 2AE. Tel: 051-645 3391
ILP TRANSFORMERS

ILP Toroidal Transformers are now available through Jaytee. The UK Distributor with the availability and service to match the quality of the toroids.

FOR FREE DATA PACK PLEASE WRITE TO OUR SALES DEPT.

Jaytee Electronic Services
Dept 20, 143 Reculver Road, Bellinge,
Hornsey Bay, Kent CT6 6PL
Telephone: (0227) 375254

THE TOROIDAL POWER TRANSFORMER

Offers the following advantages:

- SMALLER SIZE AND WEIGHT TO MEET MODERN ‘SLIMLINE’ REQUIREMENTS
- LOW ELECTRICALLY INDUCED NOISE DEMANDED BY COMPACT EQUIPMENT.
- HIGH EFFICIENCY ENABLING CONSERVATIVE RATING WHILST MAINTAINING 15% SIZE ADVANTAGES.
- LOWER OPERATING TEMPERATURE.

PRICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VA</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>VA</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALL ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR 6 OR MORE OF ANY ONE TYPE.
CIRCUIT THEORY

Paul Chappell starts a new series looking at the theory behind circuit design.

The fact that simple circuits behave in complicated ways was illustrated by last month's article on snubber networks. When faced with a problem like misbehaving snubbers, trial and error may eventually lead to a working circuit but you can never be sure that the component values selected in this way are the best ones for the job. There may be some problem which will only make itself known when the circuit catches fire a week later or if you make up another circuit with the same component values and slight variations in their characteristics cause it to fail. The only way to be sure is to analyse the circuit.

Analysis is one side to the circuit theory coin. The other is synthesis. Suppose that you come to the conclusion that a new music processor you are designing needs a network with certain phase and frequency response characteristics. How do you go about making one?

The techniques of circuit theory aim to make the analysis and synthesis of circuits as simple as possible. It may seem otherwise when the ideas are unfamiliar to you but as every student of Zen knows — the road may be hard and painful, but the eventual enlightenment will make it all worthwhile! I'll begin by taking some of the main playing pieces out of the box to see what kind of moves they make.

Linear Circuits

Every electronics enthusiast has an intuitive idea of the meaning of a linear circuit. If pressed to give a definition, I imagine most would come up with something like: 'A circuit in which the output is proportional to the input'. This is a good description of a special class of linear circuits (often called 'DC circuits') but it's not the full story.

To qualify for the title 'linear', a circuit must have two properties. The first is that the output must vary in proportion to the input, but needn't be the same shape. (If it is the same shape, we have the special class of DC networks — amplifiers, attenuators and suchlike).

This is known as the principle of proportionality (what else?), and stated formally it looks like this:

If an input \( e(t) \) produces an output \( r(t) \), then an input \( Ke(t) \) must produce an output \( Kr(t) \).

An illustration of proportionality is shown in Fig. 1. The circuit is shown with a square wave input, but to qualify for proportionality this property must hold for any input whatsoever.

The second property is this: if you know the output produced by one waveform and you also know the output produced by another then the output caused by the two waveforms added together must be equal to the two individual outputs added together. It's a bit of a mouthful, but I hope that Fig. 2 will make it clear. This is known as the principle of superposition. Stated formally it is:

If an input \( e_1(t) \) produces an output \( r_1(t) \) and an input \( e_2(t) \) produces an output \( r_2(t) \), then an input \( e_1(t)+e_2(t) \) must produce an output \( r_1(t)+r_2(t) \).

Once again, this must hold for any pair of inputs whatsoever. The reason for using \( e \) for the input, by the way, is that if we want to be pedantic about it, it is called the excitation (or stimulus, so I suppose we could equally well use \( s \)). Also, \( i(t) \) suggests that the input must be a current. It can be, but it needn't. The output is formally called the response — hence the \( r \).

The reason that linear circuits are dear to the hearts of electronics engineers is that they are so well behaved and easy to analyse.

Superposition is a great blessing because it means that if you are faced with the problem of deciding the output produced by a complicated waveform, it can be split into parts and each part can be dealt with individually. The response to the complicated waveform is then obtained by adding the simple parts together.

You've probably done this yourself on numerous occasions without even being aware of it! Whenever you arrange the DC conditions for an op-amp, for example, you make the implicit assumption that the DC level and the AC signal can be dealt with independently. This is a special case of superposition in which one of the inputs is a fixed voltage.

There is another application of superposition that is so deeply ingrained in the thought processes of any electronics person that it seems an unquestionable eternal truth. I'll come on to it next month, but in the meantime you might care to fathom out what it is.
Figure 3 shows some linear and non-linear circuits. Before reading any further you might like to try deciding which are which. If they pass the proportionality test and the superposition test then they are linear. If they fail either one, they are not.

Figure 3a is an inverting amplifier. I don’t think I need to say too much to convince you that this is linear. Amplifiers belong to the special class of linear DC circuits which have the property that the output is equal to the input multiplied by a constant.

As an exercise, you might care to try proving that all such circuits must exhibit proportionality and superposition. It’s not difficult and will give you a chance to flex your mathematical muscles a little.

Figure 3b is a simple resistor attenuator and belongs to the same class of linear circuits as the amplifier. In fact, any resistor network whatsoever is linear and will produce an output equal to the input multiplied by a constant.

Figure 3c is clearly not a DC network — the response to any constant voltage level will always be zero. However, it is linear, and could very well be the circuit inside the box of Figs. 1 and 2.

Figure 3d is a comparator. It fails the proportionality test immediately. Any input will either produce a switch from one voltage level to another or no output at all. That is not linear!

Figure 3e is a Sallen and Key low pass filter implementation (common or garden variety) and is linear.

Figure 3f passes the proportionality test for any old waveform but fails on superposition. A pair of inputs that would catch it out on superposition would be two square waves 180° out of phase.

Figure 3g is linear. In fact, to give the game away, any combination consisting only of resistors, capacitors, inductors and amplifiers will be linear.

**Respect**

The only limitation I can think of is that inputs and outputs must be respected. That is to say no two amplifiers should have their outputs connected together, the input to a network should not feed directly into the output of an amplifier, and so on. A formal proof would be tedious and unenlightening but rests on the fact that resistors, capacitors and inductors are themselves linear, so any combination of them will also be linear.

Figure 3h. What can I say about this one? Anybody can recognise it at a glance as a comparator with hysteresis, so it seems to contradict my previous statement. Or does it? The reason it works as a comparator is that the output of the op-amp bangs up against one or other of the supply rails. In other words, it works because of the practical limitations of real-life op-amps. Strictly speaking, the circuit is an amplifier with infinite gain!

Circuit theory does not recognise any practical limitations on components. All resistors obey Ohm’s law to the letter. Capacitors don’t leak, inductors don’t saturate and amplifiers aren’t restricted by supply voltages. This may seem like pedantic nonsense but there’s a good reason for it.

Imagine that your TV set suddenly goes on the blink. You could reasonably claim that any method of analysis which did not predict that on the 12th of March at 10.15pm your picture would go wonky is in some way flawed. If it happened in the middle of the Dirty Dan show, you might express that very opinion to the repair man in rather ruder terms.

**Ideal Components**

There are two approaches we could take to make the analysis more realistic. We could draw a circuit and label it like this: R1 is a low grade resistor that’s likely to fail at any moment, L1 is a coil with a loose core, C1 does peculiar things when it gets hot, and so on. If you want to analyse a circuit like that, good luck to you!

The other approach is to pretend that all components are ideal, and to add in more ideal components to represent the deficiencies. You’ve all seen circuit models similar to Fig. 4, where the ideal capacitor is made a good deal less ideal by the addition of resistors to represent leakage and effective series resistance, and an inductor to represent the inductance of the internal foils (and to a much smaller degree the inductance of the leads). The advantage of this approach is that you can see exactly what’s causing the problem. Since all the individual components are ideal they are nice and well behaved when you come to write equations about them.

Let’s face it, there’s no such thing as an op-amp in real life. What you can buy are devices which behave enough like op-amps over a very limited range of voltages and frequencies to be allowed the name. Resistors are well behaved over a limited range. Too much current and the nice Ohm’s law line begins to sag. Much more current and they burn.

Capacitors are much less well behaved. Certain types of ceramic things are so unlike capacitors in their behaviour that I’m surprised the consumer organisations allow them to be sold under that name! Probably they’ve never studied circuit theory.

Well, Zen students, that’s quite enough for you to meditate on for this month. Ommm, Ommm, Oomm...
24HR SUNDIAL

The April issue of ETI would not be the same without at least one foolish item. This year we present the project for the man (or woman) with everything.

The humble sundial is the oldest accurate timepiece. Once early scientists had sorted out what was happening in the heavens above they soon found a sundial provided a reading of the passage of time as accurate as could be expected in those days.

The conventional sundial works on a very simple principle. The Sun, as any informed 16th century astronomer will tell you, moves around the Earth in a pretty predictable manner.

So it casts a shadow from a stationary edge that will move across a scale and mark out the passage of the elusive time.

In the UK the conventional sundial suffers from a few problems. First, it requires a suitably exposed stretch of garden to put it in. With 50-odd million people now crammed into this country, suitable gardens are getting hard to come by.

Sunlight

More importantly, during the night there is no sunlight. Although the conventional sundial will work with moonlight, this is not a very effective solution.

Just to make things worse, sundials situated in the UK find very little sunlight even during the day! It is only fitting in this 15th anniversary issue that we present a project that would not be necessary in the country of origin of ETI — Australia!

Sunlight, then, is both the crucial ingredient and the downfall of the conventional sundial in the UK. So the ETI 24hr Sundial has been created to provide a timepiece with all the simplicity and charm of the original but better suited to the modern British lifestyle.

Artificial Sun

The major breakthrough is that the ETI Sundial more closely imitates the true nature of the Solar System. Now the source of the light remains stationary and the dial revolves round to indicate the time on a suitable scale.

The ETI Sundial is designed to sit in your living room close to a suitable source of artificial light. All you need do then is plug it into the mains and let nature take its course.

Construction

Building the PCB should present few problems. Care should be taken to insert all the capacitors the correct way around as shown in Fig. 2.

The wiring of the stepper motor will depend on the model used. For the RS motor used in the prototype the wiring is as shown. The link should be fitted from pad A to either pad B or C. This determines the direction of rotation of the dial. This may have to be altered to suit the stepper motor used.

The secondary of the mains transformer should be connected to the pads shown and the primary connected to a mains lead via a 1A fuse. The mains earth should be connected to the PCB earth as shown for safety.

The operation of the stepper motor and its correct direction of rotation can now be checked.

The gearbox specified simply bolts onto the stepper motor after a small sprocket (supplied) is glued onto the motor spindle. The whole motor assembly is then bolted to the underside of the top of the case using countersunk bolts with the final drive spindle protruding through a hole.

The dial itself should be drawn onto a piece of stiff card or the design given here (Fig. 3), photocopied and stuck onto a suitable base. This should then be
stuck onto the gearbox spindle. A small plastic gear was used on the prototype to form a mounting for the dial.

The shadow caster can be anything from a simple rod stuck on top of the spindle to the more elegant swept triangular shape fixed to a (stationary) piece of clear plastic mounted above the dial as shown in Fig. 4.

For the correct baroque effect it is essential the sundial is mounted on a suitable pillar. These are available moulded in genuine 16th century plastic from your local garden centre.

The clear elegance and practicality of this project is perhaps best summed up by the comments of one member of the ETI staff (who shall remain nameless to protect his employment and his kneecaps). He suggested the gearbox should be fitted back to front, the dial replaced by rotors so the whole circuit then doubles as a helicopter!

**HOW IT WORKS**

The circuit is simple enough, based as it is on the SAA1027 stepper motor driver chip (IC3).

A 50Hz signal is obtained from the transformer secondary and inverted by Q1 to give 50 pulses per second.

IC2 is an octal counter with the sixth output connected to the reset to give a divide by six action and 500 pulses per minute at the number one output (pin 1).

This is used to clock the motor driver chip (IC3) and provide a rotation of 625 revs an hour. The gearbox has a gear ratio of 15,000:1 and reduces this to one revolution per 24 hours.

**BUYLINES**

All the parts of the ETI 24hr Sundial are easily available with the exception of the stepper motor and gearbox. These are available from Electromall (Tel: (0536) 204555) as type numbers 332-947 and 336-400 respectively.
**COUNTER TIMERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PFM200A</td>
<td>£75.50 + VAT</td>
<td>20Hz - 200MHz in 2 ranges, 4 gate times, 10mV sensitivity. 8-digit LED display. Battery/mains operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF200</td>
<td>£175 + VAT</td>
<td>10Hz - 200MHz in 2 ranges, 5 gate times. Frequency, period, period average, total. 10mV sensitivity. 8-digit 0.5&quot; LCD. 200 hour battery life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF600</td>
<td>£135.50 + VAT</td>
<td>5Hz - 600MHz in 3 ranges, 3 gate times. 10mV sensitivity. 8-digit 0.5&quot; LED display. Battery/mains; complete with adaptor/charger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF1000</td>
<td>£495 + VAT</td>
<td>DC - 100MHz on both channels, 6 gate times. Frequency, period, period average, time interval, time interval average, frequency ratio and total. 20mV sensitivity. HF filter, attenuator, trigger controls, trigger hold-off. 8-digit 0.6&quot; LED display. Mains operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF1100</td>
<td>£595 + VAT</td>
<td>As for TF1000 but with 70MHz to 1GHz prescaler (frequency only); 10mV sensitivity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP600</td>
<td>£45 + VAT</td>
<td>+ 10 prescaler, 40MHz - 600MHz. 10mV sensitivity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP1000</td>
<td>£75 + VAT</td>
<td>+ 10 prescaler, 100MHz - 1GHz. 10mV sensitivity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**CCTV CAMERAS FROM ONLY £69.50 EACH! PLUS CARRIAGE & VAT**

Crofton Electronics is pleased to announce that they are now able to supply C.C.T.V. cameras complete with standard lens, starting at the amazing price of £69.50 + VAT & carriage. Two models are available: Model 'A' incorporates a 1/2" vidicon tube, and model 'B' has a 1/3" tube. Both models employ vidicon racking thus allowing focusing from a few inches to infinity. Both models also have a standard C mount and thus will accept a wide range of different lenses. Model 'B' can be driven from external sync pulses and produce a composite/non composite output. Though not new each camera has been completely refurbished to a high standard in our own workshops and comes ready to work with any suitable monitor, digitiser, VCR etc. (may also be used with a domestic TV set by the addition of a simple modulator - kit available). From an input of 200-500mV, the camera produces an output of 1 volt peak-peak and are equipped with standard tripod mounting bushes. With applications as diverse as education, amateur dramas and shop/industrial/domestic/farming/security/industries, demand is quite high and orders will be dealt with in strict rotation.

Model 'A' all inclusive price £95.10 subject to availability.

Model 'B' all inclusive price £97.75 subject to availability.

**DON'T DELAY - PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY!**

Also available on special offer - Brand New Time Date Generators at the amazing price of £122 inclusive. Normal price £177. These generators are mains driven and accept normal composite video in. They produce video output with time/dates/year/month/day added to the signal, and with the option of normal or inverse video of the added data. The position on the screen of the added data is adjustable. Switchable character size is also provided for, on an internal DIL switch. A REAL MUST FOR SECURITY APPLICATIONS WHEN RECORDING. There are only a limited number of these, so hurry to avoid disappointment. Orders will be dealt with on a strictly first come first served basis.

We also have for disposal a large host of used items such as scopes, fans, power supplies etc. - so please ask for list. Our complete range of products include plugs, sockets and cables, TV aerial accessories, monitors, computer products, security telephones and door entry/alarm equipment, and surveillance and counter surveillance equipment. If you would like all our catalogues please send a 4p SAE.

**MOSK CENTAL CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED**

**CROFTON ELECTRONICS** 05448 557

'Kingshill', Nextend, Lyonshall, Herefordshire HR5 3HZ

---

**Professional Monitor Drive Board & Tube**

This Crofton Monitor Kit comprises a 12" P31 Cathode Ray Tube and Drive Board. The Drive Board requires 12 volts at 1.25 Amp continuous (1.85A surge), separate line, field and video at TTL levels. By the addition of a few standard components this board can be driven from standard composite signals.

The Drive Board has a bandwidth of 24 MHz and is capable of displaying 25 lines of 80 characters. This is a professional board and tube as supplied to manufacturers of terminals, and out perform monitors costing many times this price.

A few boards and tubes are also available mounted on a metal frame.

A circuit diagram, together with full instructions, are provided with each board and tube.

You will be absolutely delighted with the performance.

Board and Tube .................................... £34.50 inclusive of VAT
Board and Tube on Metal Frame .................. £40.25 inclusive of VAT
Carriage is £13.50 or come and collect direct from our Warehouse.

Cirton Electronics, "Kingshill", Nextend, Lyonshall, HR5 3SX.

Telephone: 05448 557
### AUDIO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Mth</th>
<th>Yr</th>
<th>Pg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2W Power Amplifier</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50/50 watt power amplifier module</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50/100W amplifier modules</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100W disco mixer/amplifier</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100W guitar amplifier</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100W MOSFET power amplifier</td>
<td>Errata</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100W stereo disco console</td>
<td>part 1</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200W power amplifier</td>
<td>part 2</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300W amplifier module</td>
<td>part 3</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2040 11 active loudspeaker</td>
<td>Errata</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active-8 loudspeaker</td>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, 2W power</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, 15 w.p.c. SQ quadrophonic</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, 50 w.p.c. stereo</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, 100W disco mixer</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, 100W guitar</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, 100W MOSFET</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, 150W MOSFET</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, 200W</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, 12V DC portable radio booster</td>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, Audio Design</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, Audio Design (Short Circuit)</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, bench</td>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, combo (ETI Sonnet)</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, personal hi-fi systems (ETI Walkmate)</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier for record player (Using the LM380)</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier for stereo testing</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, guitar effects</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, miniature (ETI Matchbox)</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, 50+50 watt modules</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, 300W</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, 50/700W</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, portable PA</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, simple, 1.5W</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, simple, stereo</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Amplifier, simple stereo
- **Mth** | **Yr** | **Pg**
- Mar | 1975 | 26
- Jan | 1977 | 10

### Amplifier, stereo
- **Mth** | **Yr** | **Pg**
- Feb | 1986 | 38
- Oct | 1975 | 26
- Nov | 1975 | 54
- Dec | 1975 | 76
- Jul | 1976 | 38
- Apr | 1981 | 52
- Aug | 1981 | 40
- Jan | 1981 | 16
- Sep | 1981 | 13
- Feb | 1985 | 54
- Oct | 1979 | 55
- Oct | 1980 | 11
- May | 1973 | 53
- Oct | 1986 | 43
- Jan | 1980 | 82
- Jul | 1984 | 24
- Aug | 1984 | 44
- Sep | 1984 | 30
- Sep | 1984 | 59
- Oct | 1985 | 58
- Jul | 1973 | 66
- Mar | 1976 | 17
- Dec | 1976 | 58
- Apr | 1976 | 22
- Apr | 1976 | 26
- Oct | 1979 | 55
- Oct | 1980 | 11
- Jan | 1981 | 62
- Jan | 1980 | 29
- Feb | 1980 | 17
- Apr | 1980 | 15
- Jun | 1976 | 29
- Mar | 1979 | 67
- Nov | 1986 | 26
- Jan | 1986 | 47
- Jan | 1987 | 52
- Jun | 1978 | 27
- Nov | 1980 | 27
- Oct | 1973 | 46
- May | 1975 | 55
- Sep | 1982 | 63
- May | 1983 | 63
- Mar | 1973 | 44
- Jul | 1977 | 53
- Feb | 1977 | 52
- Aug | 1979 | 67
- Feb | 1977 | 52
- Dec | 1979 | 67
- Feb | 1973 | 58
- Jun | 1980 | 44
- Feb | 1976 | 51
- Jan | 1980 | 44
- Dec | 1979 | 73
- Apr | 1979 | 41
- Mar | 1978 | 56
- Jul | 1977 | 53
- Apr | 1978 | 57
- Sep | 1975 | 41
- Jan | 1979 | 73
- Apr | 1979 | 41
- Nov | 1973 | 56
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Mth Yr</th>
<th>Pg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combo amplifier (ETI Sonnet)</td>
<td>Errata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comander (compressor/selector)</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression gate, direct injection</td>
<td>Mar 1985</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressor/limiter</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital audio selector</td>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct injection box</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct injection compression gate</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disco console, 100W stereo</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disco mixer</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion meter</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Quad — ESLs in parallel</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dummy load for audio testing</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic noise reducer</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic record noise filter</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equaliser, combined graphic/parametric (ETI Paragraph)</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETI 422 stereo amplifier 50 w.p.c.</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETI ER II loudspeakers</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETI Master Mixer</td>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expander/compressor</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental preamplifier</td>
<td>Jul</td>
<td>1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five watt stereo amplifier</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM mains distributor</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM tuner, the audiophile</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM tuner, the International</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM tuner with digital frequency display</td>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM/PLL</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four input mixer</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency meter, audio, 50Hz-10kHz</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency shifter</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General purpose preamplifier</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphic equaliser, 1 octave filters</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphic equaliser, 1 octave filters</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphic equaliser, 1/3 octave filters</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphic/parametric equaliser</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guitar practice amplifier</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headphone adaptor</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headphone amplifier</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headroom, low pass filter, variable</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hum filter (50Hz notch filter)</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving the response of economy loudspeakers</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Induction loop, portable</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIFTEEN YEAR INDEX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Mth Yr</th>
<th>Pg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International-25 stereo amplifier</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International FM tuner</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED VU meter</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limiter, audio</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line amplifier for microphones</td>
<td>Jul</td>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudhailer (Short Circuit)</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudhailer, simple</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudness control</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudspeaker, active</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudspeaker, Active-8</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudspeaker, active, 2040 II</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudspeaker, active bass</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudspeaker crossover, active, two or three way</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudspeaker, ETI, ER II</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudspeaker, novel</td>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudspeaker protection module</td>
<td>Jul</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudspeaker squeaker</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-end tweeter, V3</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-distortion stereo decoder</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-cost audio mixer</td>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mains audio link</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mains audio link, FM</td>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matchbox amplifier</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microamp stereo amplifier</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microamp stereo test amplifier</td>
<td>Jul</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microphone switching unit</td>
<td>Jul</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millivoltmeter, audio, 'A' weighted</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixer, disco, 4 into 2</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixer, disco</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixer, FET, four input</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixer, four input</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixer, low-cost</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixer/preamplifier for professional PA</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modular preamplifier</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving coil head amplifier</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving coil preamplifier, Audophile</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAB equalisation stage (Free PCB Project)</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDFL 60W power amplifier</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise filter, dynamic, for records</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise gate</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise gate, with compressor and DI box</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise limiter for tape</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise limiter, dynamic</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel loudspeaker</td>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over-LED amplifier clipping indicator</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project</td>
<td>Mth</td>
<td>Yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraph equaliser (combined graphic/parametric)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phaser, CCD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple series</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLL FM tuner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple, balanced</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preamplifier, balanced</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preamp, experimental</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preamplifier, general purpose</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preamplifier, modular</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preamplifier, RIAA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preamplifier, upgradeable (ETI Virtuoso)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preamplifier, valve</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIAA equalisation stage (Free PCB project)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rumble filter, stereo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scratch and rumble filter, variable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series 5000 bridging adaptor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series 5000 MOSFET amplifier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal line tester</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple amplifier, 1.5W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple bass-reflex cabinet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple loudhailer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple loudness control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple stereo amplifier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonneti combo amplifier</td>
<td>Errata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound Bender (ring modulator)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound pressure level meter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum analyser, audio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring line reverberation unit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ decoder for quadrophonics systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stabilised PSU for hi-fi systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage mixer, 16 into 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo decoder, low-distortion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo image co-ordinator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo image width enhancer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo power meter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo rumble filter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo simulator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo simulator (Short Circuit)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo to quadrophonic up-grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super stereo — effective width enhancer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet Sixteen stereo amplifier, System 8000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System A amplifier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System A amplifier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape noise limiter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape recorder bias optimiser</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THD meter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three channel tone control (Short Circuit)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone burst generator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuner/amplifier, System 8000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgradeable preamplifier (ETI Virtuoso)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrading amplifiers PSUs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valve preamplifier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtuoso preamplifier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual complex sound analyser</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice-over unit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice-under unit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VU meter, LED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walkmate (amplifier for personal stereos)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wattmeter, direct reading, 0-50W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White noise generator, digital</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BIO-ELECTRONICS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Mth</th>
<th>Yr</th>
<th>Pg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biofeedback monitor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct-Ion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSR monitor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart beat monitor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate monitor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle meter (Electromyogram)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative ion generator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CLOCKS AND TIMERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Mth</th>
<th>Yr</th>
<th>Pg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2 hour timers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparator module for the digital stopwatch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital alarm clock/calendar</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital clock</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital stopwatch</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital stopwatch</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egg timer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humane alarm — alarm clock add-on (Design Competition)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long period timer, 1Min - 20hrs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meter beater</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micropower pendulum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modifying the ETI digital alarm clock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-option clock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical alarm clock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process controller/timer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rugby clock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School timer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking clock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAC timer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STD timer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stopwatch/calculator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal timer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal timer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
 Electro Mech Industries Limited

Unit 2, Wessex Industrial Estate, Station Lane, Witney, Oxfordshire. Telephone (0993) 75827 or 78689

WE MANUFACTURE ANY CABLE ASSEMBLY IN ANY QUANTITY, FULL PRODUCTION FACILITIES. QUOTATIONS ON REQUEST.

All items are Brand New and fully guaranteed • Export Orders - carriage at cost
Government and Educational orders welcome • Stock items dispatched by return
Please add £1.00 VAT to all orders unless otherwise stated
All prices are EXCLUSIVE OF VAT - please add VAT to total inc P&P

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISK DRIVES</th>
<th>COMPONENTS</th>
<th>CONNECTORS</th>
<th>ELECTRO-MECHANICAL PCB AND CABLE ASSEMBLIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BBC**
- Price (Ex VAT) P/P
- Master Disk with Off $25.00
- Master 128K with 64K & Econet $45.00
- Master 256K with 128K & Econet $65.00
- Master Turbo upgrade $125.00

**AMSTRAD**
- Newword 128K Series $395.00
- Amstrad READY-32 $395.00

**MEMOTECH**
- MXT 512 80K $195.00
- MXT 1024 256K $395.00
- Disc Drive Packages $300.00
- MCL System 1 combined 1 megabyte $20.00
- MCL drive controller + system $20.00
- MCL System 2 combined 2 megabytes $30.00
- Drive controller + system $25.00
- (A255) Full range of expansions available.

**DISC DRIVE RANGE**
- BBC Drive $395.00
- IBM compatible (Universal) with Power $395.00
- IBM compatible (Universal) with Power $395.00
- IBM compatible (Universal) with Power $395.00
- New IBM compatible (Universal) with Power $395.00

**CASED/UNCASED FLOPPY DISC DRIVES**
- Price (Ex VAT) P/P
- 5.25" Floppy Disk Drives $100.00
- 3.5" Floppy Disk Drives $100.00

**DISC DRIVE ACCESSORIES**
- Price (Ex VAT)
- Drive Interface Cable - Double $7.00
- Drive Interface Cable - Single $7.00
- Drive Interface Cable - Single $7.00
- Drive Interface Cable - Single $7.00

**MONO/COLOUR MONITORS**
- Price (Ex VAT) P/P
- High-Res Green screen monitor $125.00
- IBM compatible (Universal) with Power $250.00
- IBM compatible (Universal) with Power $250.00
- IBM compatible (Universal) with Power $250.00

**MODEMS**
- Price (Ex VAT) P/P
- Call Mini modem $25.00
- Call Mini modem $25.00
- Call Mini modem $25.00

**CONNECTORS**
- Price (Ex VAT) P/P
- RCA Plug £2.00
- RCA Plug £2.00
- RCA Plug £2.00

**JOYSTICKS**
- Price (Ex VAT) P/P
- Sony joystick £5.00
- Sony joystick £5.00
- Sony joystick £5.00

**VOLTAGE REGS**
- Price (Ex VAT) P/P
- 78L05 $1.00
- 78L05 $1.00
- 78L05 $1.00

**DIODES**
- Price (Ex VAT) P/P
- 1N4001 $1.00
- 1N4001 $1.00
- 1N4001 $1.00

**CRUSTAL**
- Price (Ex VAT) P/P
- 1N4001 $1.00
- 1N4001 $1.00
- 1N4001 $1.00

**FACTORY PRICE OFFERS**
- Price (Ex VAT) P/P
- All leads, Manual & Utilities Disc £10.00
- All old leads £10.00
- All old leads £10.00
- All old leads £10.00

**SPECIAL OFFER**
- Price (Ex VAT) P/P
- MEMOTECH TWIN 500K DISC CP/M COMPUTER
- £399.00 inc VAT & P&P

**ICs**
- Price (Ex VAT) P/P
- 74HC74 $0.10
- 74HC74 $0.10
- 74HC74 $0.10

**VISA**
- Visa Accepted
- Mastercard Accepted
- Access Accepted
- Delta Accepted
- Delta Accepted

**DISC**
- Disc Drive $395.00
- Disc Drive $395.00
- Disc Drive $395.00

**Contact:** Telephone (0993) 75827 or 78689
PLL FM TUNER

John Linsley Hood describes the construction of the main boards and the setting-up procedure for the complete tuner.

The complete stereo tuner is assembled on five PCBs. The construction of the stereo decoder board has already been described (ETI February 1987) and the overlays for the remaining four boards are given in Figs. 1-4. Each of these boards carries one section of the circuitry described last month with the exception of the largest board which carries both the VCO and the CA3189.

Construction of the boards should present no problems provided the overlay diagrams are followed carefully. If you plan to use sockets for IC3 and IC4 it is a good idea to solder these into place first. The remaining components can then be installed in the usual sequence, beginning with the resistors and capacitors and moving on to the diodes, transistors and ICs. A ready-wound coil can be used for L1 (see parts list) but more adventurous constructors may prefer to wind their own. The coil used on the prototype consisted of 21 turns of 36 SWG silk-covered enamelled wire on a 4mm slug-tuned ferrite former.

OOPS!

A few errors have crept into the component numbering on this project. Two C28s are shown, one in the stereo decoder circuit (Fig. 6, page 48, ETI February 1987) and one in the IF amplifier circuit (Fig. 8, page 37, ETI March 1987). To avoid confusion, the C28 in the IF amplifier circuit has been re-numbered as C61. The original (and correct) C28 is also missing from the parts list on page 49 of the February issue. It should be 10n ceramic type.

A similar problem has affected the potentiometers. There are two RV2s, one in the stereo decoder circuit and one in the CA3189 circuit (Fig. 9, page 37, ETI March 1987), and two RV3s, one in the stereo decoder circuit and one in the VCO circuit (Fig. 5, page 36, ETI March 1987). RV2 in the CA3189 circuit has now been re-numbered as RV7 while RV3 in the VCO circuit is now RV8. The original RV2 and RV3 are not listed in the parts list in the February issue. They are both 10k presets like RV1, as shown correctly on the accompanying circuit diagram.

These three component number changes have been incorporated in the parts lists and overlay diagrams published this month.

In Fig. 5 on page 36 of the March issue, ZD3 is shown as a 3V5 zener diode. It should, of course, be a 3V6 type, as stated correctly in this month’s parts list. C49 in the same figure should be a 220p polystyrene type, as given in this month’s parts list.

Three capacitors were omitted entirely from the circuit diagrams last month. C63 is a decoupling capacitor in the muting circuit (Fig. 11) and connects between +15V and 0V. C66 is a decoupling capacitor in the 3109/PLL circuit (Figs. 5 and 9) and connects between +12V and 0V. C67 connects directly across the mains transformer primary. All three are included in the parts lists given this month.

The method of assembling the tuner will probably vary according to whether you are using the Hart Electronics kit or not. The complete kit includes a large motherboard onto which the five PCBs are soldered along with the tuner head and some smaller sections of the circuitry. This removes the need for complicated interwiring of boards and greatly simplifies construction. The motherboard will be available separately from Hart along with the necessary instructions so even if you aren’t buying the complete kit you can still use this method of assembly.

A Hart-Less Approach

The alternative is to mount the five boards into a case using mounting pillars. The boards, the tuner head and the various front panel controls can then be wired up using the information given in the overlay diagrams and the off-board components (indicated by asterisks in the parts lists) can be wired-up on Veroboard or tagstrip. The wiring of these components can be deduced from the circuit diagrams given last month. The connections to the tuner head are shown in Fig. 7 and a suggested layout based on the prototype is shown in Fig. 5.

Particular care should be taken with the installation of the VCO. This has an output of around 500mV peak-to-peak at 10.7MHz while the IF amplifier operates at the same frequency and has an
The construction of the stereo decoder board was described in the February issue and the overlay diagram includes all the off-board connection details. Note that the stereo/mono switch (SW1) and the stereo width switch (SW2) have been combined in the Hart kit to form a single rotary control labelled Bandwidth. Constructors who are not using the kit may like to adopt this approach. There are also some small changes to the circuit which could usefully be made before the board is assembled into the tuner. As pointed out in the text, the decoder was intended for use with other stereo tuners as well as in the circuit described here. Since the completion of the prototype, it has become clear that some small changes to the filter characteristics would enable it to better match the performance of this tuner. The changes are shown in Fig. 6 and involve the addition of one capacitor in each channel, a change in one resistor value and the removal of one stage of output filtering. Constructors who have
Fig. 3
Component overlay for the power supply board. Note that the AFC and AGC voltage networks are not mounted on the PCB and that IC6 is on the 3189/PLL board.

**PARTS LIST — POWER SUPPLY & CASE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESISTORS</th>
<th>SEMICONDUCTORS</th>
<th>T1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R81*</td>
<td>IC5</td>
<td>15V or 16V 12VA mains transformer, PCB mounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R82, R84, R86*</td>
<td>D3-6, ZD4*</td>
<td>PCB; case; tuning scale and dial-drive assembly: FF317U tuner head; mains fuse and holder; socket for aerial input; sockets for audio output (or cable and strain-relief bush if preferred); socket for mains input (or cable and strain-relief bush if preferred); knob for tuning dial; PCB pillars, nuts, bolts, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C55, C56, C57, C58, C62*</td>
<td>SW4, SW6*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C57 *</td>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C58, C62*</td>
<td>RESISTORS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220n polyester</td>
<td>470R</td>
<td>470R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000u 25V radial electrolytic</td>
<td>33k</td>
<td>33k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470u 25V radial electrolytic</td>
<td>10k</td>
<td>10k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100n ceramic disc</td>
<td>22k horizontal skeleton preset</td>
<td>22k horizontal skeleton preset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2u 2 16V radial electrolytic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100n 250V AC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PARTS LIST — MUTING CIRCUIT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESISTORS</th>
<th>SEMICONDUCTORS</th>
<th>PCB; 8-pin DIL socket for IC4 if required.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R70, 76, 79, 80</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>* = Components not mounted on PCB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R71</td>
<td>Q10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R72, 75, 77, 78</td>
<td>Q20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R73</td>
<td>Q21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R74</td>
<td>D1, D2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100k</td>
<td>TL072/LF353</td>
<td>100µA panel meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27k</td>
<td>BC212</td>
<td>SPST switch: toggle, push-button, etc, as appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15k</td>
<td>2N5457</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33k</td>
<td>1N4148</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2k7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10k horizontal preset</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47µ 25V radial electrolytic</td>
<td>C65*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100n multi-layer ceramic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Setting Up**

Good test instrumentation will make this task easier but it is possible to do a good job with quite basic equipment. The only essential item is a DC voltmeter and even this could be made up by soldering a 100k resistor in series with the 100µA tuning meter.

Set all the preset potentiometers and the slug in coil L1 to the middle of their travels. Put the mute, AGC and AFC switches in the off position and, with no aerial connected, switch on the tuner.

Before proceeding further with the setting-up, the AFC voltage needs to be set to a temporary middle value. Measuring the voltage on the wiper of RV6 and...
Fig. 5 Suggested layout for the tuner boards.

Fig. 6 Component changes in the stereo decoder circuit. Two capacitors are added (C63, C64), two resistors change from 2k2 to 2k7 (R17, R23) and the second stage filtering components (R18/C12, R24/C16) are removed entirely.

Fig. 7 Connections to the FF317U tuner head.

adjust it to +6V. A more precise adjustment will be made later. Measure the voltage at test point A on the VCO (the junction of Q18 collector, VC1 anode, C45 and R62) and adjust RV8 to give a reading of +9.5V relative to ground. Connect the aerial to the input and turn the tuning dial until a strong signal is indicated on the tuning meter. Using an amplifier to monitor the (mono) signal at the output of the muting circuit (pin 7, IC4), adjust the slug in L1 until a signal is heard. Continue turning the slug so as to determine the limits beyond which the loop drops out of lock then leave it set to a position midway between these two extremes.

The next stage in the setting up is to adjust the HF output level from the VCO using RV4. Although the setting is not critical, the linearity and transient performance of the PLL will suffer if the 3189 is driven too hard. Begin with RV4 at maximum resistance (equals maximum output) and reduce the resistance until the signal disappears. Then slowly increase the value again until there is no further increase in signal strength.

The AGC and AFC circuits are set-up next. Adjust the tuning so that no signal is received and measure the voltage at the input to the muting circuit (junction of C52, R58 and R70). Note the reading and then transfer the test meter leads to the slider of RV6 and reset this potentiometer to give the same voltage. Ideally, the voltage at the input to the muting circuit should be same when the tuner is off-station and when it is receiving a signal at maximum strength. If it is not, tweak the slug in coil L1 until it is or until the best compromise is obtained.

The AGC signal is adjusted by RV7 and is not particularly critical. A suitable setting can be obtained by tuning to a signal which reads full scale on the tuning meter and then adjusting RV7 to give a reading of about 80% of FSD when

BUYLINES

All the parts for this project will be available from Hart Electronic Kits Ltd, Penylan Mill, Oswestry, Shropshire SY10 9AF, Tel (0992) 652 894. The complete kit includes case, tuner head, tuning dial and everything else you need to build the tuner and costs £111.69. A kit containing just the components and the PCB is available for £82.82, the components and PCB for the stereo decoder section can be supplied separately for £15.21, and the FF317V tuner can be purchased on its own for £10.81. The PCBs for each section can also be purchased separately. All prices include postage and packing and VAT. Those who prefer to find the parts individually should not encounter too much problems. The resistors, capacitors and semiconductors are all widely available and the only "difficult" items are L1, CR1-4 and CV1, all of which can be obtained from Cirkit, Park Lane, Braintree, Essex, EN10 7Q, Tel: 0992 444 111. Please note the PCBs will not be available through the PCB Service.
AGC is switched in.
The final adjustment is to set the mute threshold using RV5, and the position chosen will be largely a matter of individual taste. A high setting will ensure complete silence when tuning between strong signals but will cause some weaker signals to be missed entirely. A low setting will allow weak signals to be picked up but may also allow some noise to get through on the skirts of the capture range. A good compromise is to set the threshold so that the signal disappears at a level just above the onset of noise as the loop loses lock.

Instructions for setting up the stereo decoder board were given at the end of the article in the February issue so there is no need to go through them here. The setting-up procedure is unaffected by the circuit changes mentioned earlier.

In Use
This circuit was developed from an earlier design which has been used by the author for some years. The original was generally considered by those who heard it to be superior in tonal quality and stereo image to any commercial unit which had been tried. In particular, the quality was such that differences between the signals offered by various BBC transmitters could easily be detected. For example, there were obvious differences in quality between the same programme signals coming from Rowbridge on the Isle of Wight, which has a direct radio link from the Post Office tower, and from North Hessary Tor which re-broadcasts the off-air signal from the Wenvoe transmitter.

The updated design retains all the tonal quality of its predecessor and the differences in signal quality between various transmitters are even more apparent. This, plus the improved signal-to-noise ratio made possible by the 3189, makes it a design which should satisfy the most demanding listener.
The RS232 interface is a very 'un-standard standard' because it is widely employed outside its intended area of application. The consequences of this in the interfacing of two apparently standard pieces of equipment can be decidedly tricky to the uninitiated.

This article describes the construction of a piece of equipment to simplify the whole process of RS232 interfacing. Although the hardware is very simple, the unit should save many hours of soldering and trying out the numerous lead configurations. It will be recalled that RS232 specifies a serial interface for the connection of data terminal equipment (DTE) to data communications equipment (DCE). Figure 1(a) shows such a link employing just the transmitted and received data lines and return, the control lines being omitted for clarity.

If we attempt to connect together two DTEs (or two DCEs), on the other hand (a situation which is contrary to the RS232 specification but frequently required) the situation in Fig. 1(b) or Fig. 1(c) applies.

Obviously these configurations just won't work. In such a situation the solution is to provide a cable with a crossover such as that shown in Fig. 1(d) so that each transmitter feeds into a receiver.

It is not the intention of this article to go into great detail about RS232 control lines but exactly the same sort of situation can arise when the interface includes control lines. Once again we can get pairs of transmitters and pairs of receivers connected together in a DTE/DTE or DCE/DCE configuration. Further crossovers in the cabling are required between certain pairs of control signals such as DTR/DSR and CTS-RTS/DCD.

Another situation which can arise is when two pieces of equipment (which could be any combination of DTEs and DCEs) are to be connected and where one supports a full range of control signals but the other requires just a three line configuration. The system with the full complement of control lines will be expecting the other piece of equipment to indicate its status by means of these lines, something which clearly is not possible.

The overall result is the first
piece of equipment will never accept the other peripheral is present and ready. The answer to this problem is to tie together control lines locally on the one piece of equipment to fool it into thinking that the other equipment is producing control signals.

In such a configuration, of course, no hardware handshaking is possible and flow control methods such as XON/XOFF would be required.

In practice it will be found that certain pairs of signals may or may not require crossing and certain pairs of signals may or may not require linking together. Figure 2 shows a number of the more likely configurations which may be encountered.

### Design Considerations

The requirements of simplifying RS232 interfacing are fulfilled in a unit with a D-type connector on each end and a means of allowing any pin on one connector to be connected to any pin on the other connector and inter-linking between pins of the same connector. An additional useful facility is the provision of LEDs to indicate the status of certain signals. Such units are available commercially (usually at very high prices) and are called such names as 'patch boxes' or 'interfakers'. They often use DIL switches to make or break the straight through circuits from one connector to the other and wire links to make crossover or link connections once the appropriate DIL switches are open.

The main disadvantage of these units is although they are flexible,
wire links very easily get lost. A further drawback is that they only have two connectors, usually a male and a female. Actually whatever combination of two connectors is picked, there will be a requirement for two additional convertor cables to cope with all possibilities. Alternatively one of the commercially available connector sex changers or 'gender benders' as they are sometimes called would be required.

The ETIFaker overcomes both these problems. Firstly DIL switches allow all the common configurations to be selected without resorting to wire links and secondly there is both a male and a female connector for both the input and the output. A very large number of switches would be required to allow any of 50 points to be connected to any of the others, so pins on which wire links may be connected have also been provided to allow more obscure configurations to be achieved. LEDs are available on the more common signal lines as well as a couple of general purpose indicators which may be connected to any signal by use of more wire links.

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 3. From an electronic point of view it is so simple there is little point saying anything further about it other than the fact that the resistors between certain lines and the bases of the LED driving transistors are of a sufficiently high value to avoid any significant loading on the drivers of these lines.

**Construction**

Construction of the circuit board is simple. The only opportunity for error is in the polarization of the LEDs. Ensure that the flat on one side of the body (which indicates the cathode) matches the 'k' near the LED on the component overlay diagram (Fig. 4).

The Molex pin strips will probably not be available in the required lengths but these can easily be cut down or butted up end to end to achieve the correct lengths.

The D-type connectors are intended to be fitted onto flying leads rather than directly onto the PCB. In order to keep the PCB to a single sided design without a large number of links the pads for these connectors are not in the same configuration as on D-type connectors. Accordingly ribbon cable and IDC D-types should not be used. Instead it is recommended that 25-way screened 7/01 multicore cable be used, using a further length to loop between SK1 and PL1 or SK2 and PL2. Cable ties should be used to provide strain relief for these cables.

The slider on/off switch may not be available in a PCB mounting type, in which case this will have to be bolted to the board having cut a hole to accommodate the depths of its body.

One final point concerns the length of component leads. The transistors should be fitted with very short leads so that their bodies are as close as possible to the PCB. Alternatively they can be bent down flat to the board. Otherwise the transistors cause the tops of the DIL switches to sit well below the surface of the lid of the box. The lead length on the LEDs should be sufficient to allow the tip to just protrude through the lid.

Having built up the PCB, the ABS box should be prepared. This involves drilling holes for the LEDs and the link strips, cutting rectangular holes for the DIL switches in the lid and cutting semi-circular notches for cable entry in the top edges of the two longest sides of the box.

It is also strongly recommended that a circuit diagram or a legend such as that shown in Fig. 6 is placed on the lid. As a minimum, this could be a photocopy of Fig. 6 glued onto the lid but better would be a label made from this artwork using a sign making material such as 'Permasign'. Clearly either type of label requires holes cutting in it to match the holes in the lid of the box.

The wire links are simply made from crimp type socket pins for D-type connectors and short lengths of insulated wire.

Two three-socket daisy chained links and three standard links should be sufficient. Sufficient parking space is available to accommodate these.

**Using The ETIFaker**

The ETIFaker will probably be utilised in two sorts of application.
**PARTS LIST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESISTORS (all 1/4 watt, 5%)</th>
<th>SEMICONDUCTORS</th>
<th>MISCELLANEOUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19</td>
<td>Q1-10 BC184L</td>
<td>SW1, 2, 4 6xSPST DIL switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SW3, 5 4xSPST DIL switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SW6, 7 8xSPST DIL switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SWB Miniature on/off socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SK1, 2 25 way D-type line plug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PL1, 2 25 way D-type line plug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LK1-50 Lengths of Molex PCB headers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PCB; ABS box; 25 way cable; 2x cable ties; Battery clip; Battery holder for 4xAA; 4x AA batteries; Wire for links; D-type socket crimp pins for links.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BUYLINES**

All parts for the ETIFaker are easily available from normal suppliers. The crimp pins are available from Electromall (Tel: (0536) 204555) as stock number 469-493.

---

**FIG. 5 The full RS232 interface pinout.**

**FIG. 6 The ETIFaker front panel legend.**

---

The first is when there is a requirement to interface a pair of devices for a particular purpose but with little likelihood of wanting to repeat the exercise. The second is when to determine the connections required for interfacing two pieces of equipment so that a cable can then be made up for future use.

It is probably obvious just how to make use of the ETIFaker, particularly if a legend has been applied to the unit as suggested, but it is worthwhile clarifying a few points.

Firstly a LED is illuminated when the line to which it is connected is in the ‘space’ state (equivalent to ‘on’ for control lines). For data lines this will mean the line is only illuminated as data is being transferred.

The second point is with regard to the blocks of switches which are grouped in sixes. Although this can be seen from the circuit diagram or legend on the unit, it is useful to remember the following rules. Each of the three blocks of six switches operate on a pair of signals. The top switch connects together these two signals on the right hand connector and the bottom switch connects them together on the left hand connector. The middle two switches switch the above signals straight through and the remaining pair of switches implement a crossover when both are closed.

Although a switch has been provided to take pin 7 to open circuit, to make the unit totally flexible, this corresponds to the common return and will nearly always be closed.

Since the LED indicators are referenced to this signal, unless this switch is in the closed position the status of the LEDs cannot be relied upon when monitoring signals from SK1/PL1.

It should also be mentioned that the pins marked ‘link parking’ have no electrical connections whatsoever. They are provided solely to park the link wires when not in use hence reducing the likelihood of their getting lost.

Since the ETIFaker has more than just the two D-type connectors, it is also possible to connect a third device in order to monitor data passing between the main two pieces of equipment.
The project presented here is a MIDI interface for the BBC microcomputer. It enables the computer to communicate with MIDI-equipped synthesizers, drum machines, effects units and other peripherals. Since the subject of MIDI has already been covered (see ETI January and February 1987), we shall deal directly with the interface itself and present some trial software to experiment with.

A suite of more serious software is available to accompany this project. This is available from the author and ranges from general MIDI utility programs to more sophisticated packages like voice and track dump programs for the Yamaha TX/DX7 synthesizer and Roland TR707 drum machine, and a voice editor for the Yamaha TX/DX7.

The BBC micro MIDI interface also serves as a useful diagnostic tool for those who wish to construct the ETI MIDI MASTER KEYBOARD coming next month.

**Operation**
The interface has four DIN sockets, two for MIDI IN and two for MIDI OUT. The primary reason for the dual channel capability is to enable one MIDI channel to control a MIDI synthesizer whilst the other is connected to a MIDI drum machine such as the Roland TR707, as shown in Fig. 1.

This configuration can be used when the BBC micro operates as a MIDI sequencer, using the drum machine as an external synchronisation source.

Another useful configuration is shown in Fig. 2. Here, a MIDI mother keyboard is connected to an external synthesizer module via the MIDI interface. Using suitable software both the mother keyboard and BBC micro can communicate with the synthesizer module. This is particularly useful for combining performance with voice dump and edit operations.

**Construction**
The interface is constructed on a compact-sized double-sided PCB. Figure 4 shows the component overlay. Mount all the resistors and terminals first, soldering the leads to both sides of the PCB where applicable. Next add the capacitors and diodes, leaving just the integrated circuits to be mounted. The important word here is that the IC devices must be mounted directly onto the PCB without IC sockets, since many of the pins require soldering on both sides of the PCB. Sockets can, however, be used to mount the opto isolators ICL7 and IC8. Indeed, this is suggested due to the relatively high cost of the devices.

There are two power supply alternatives. The first is to mount a 5V regulator on the PCB (IC10)

---

Fig. 1 Multi-track sequencer arrangement.
**HOW IT WORKS**

Figure 3 shows the complete MIDI interface circuit. The circuitry is centred around IC5 and IC6, which are 6850 ACIAs (Asynchronous Communication Interface Adaptors). The two devices are interfaced to the BBC micro's 1MHz expansion bus using IC1, IC3 and IC4. IC1 is used to 'clean up' the NPGFC bus signal as recommended by Acorn in the applications notes for using the 1MHz bus. IC3 and IC4 provide the address decoding necessary to map the two ACIAs into memory locations &FCF0-1 and &FCF2-3, respectively, in the BBC micro's address space. One of the bistables in IC2 is used to divide the BBC micro's 1MHz system clock down to the 500KHz required for the ACIAs. The remaining circuitry built around IC7, IC8 and IC9 make up the MIDI IN and MIDI OUT terminals. The open collector inverters act as current sinks, forming the MIDI OUT terminals. The MIDI IN terminals reach the ACIAs via opto-isolators in order to minimise the risk of earth loops occurring resulting from interconnection of MIDI equipment.

![Circuit Diagram]

---

Fig. 3 The circuit diagram of the MIDI interface.
Using The Midi Interface

The program presented in Listing 1 is a simple monitoring program. Connect a MIDI keyboard to the first MIDI IN socket of the interface and run the program. Any data transmitted by the MIDI keyboard will then appear on the screen. Notice that multi byte MIDI events are displayed on the screen if any keys are pressed, if a program change is made, or if a pitch bend or modulation wheel is moved.

The operation of the program is as follows. The ACIA in the MIDI interface is programmed to interrupt the BBC micro every time it receives a byte of MIDI data through the first MIDI IN terminal. The BBC micro responds to the interrupt by placing the data in a buffer in memory. Whilst all this is happening the Basic program is running checks to see if this buffer is empty. If not, it prints out the contents one by one until it is empty again. Such a FIFO (first in first out) buffer is implemented because a simple Basic program to print out MIDI data as it arrives would not respond fast enough to the relatively high data rate of the MIDI messages.

Listing 2 is a program which allows the BBC's micro QWERTY keyboard to play any MIDI synthesiser that is set to receive on channel 1. The Basic INKEY keyword is used to detect whether a particular key is held down or not. If pressed, the procedure PROCnoteon is called. This transmits the three data bytes of a MIDI note-on event. The program then waits until the key is released, when it transmits a note-off event. This very simple program only permits monophonic playing, ie only one note at a time. However, it serves to demonstrate note-on and note-off events.

PARTS LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESISTORS</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1-9</td>
<td>1kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10-15</td>
<td>220Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPACITORS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1, C2, C3</td>
<td>0.1µF polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>1µF 25V electrolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEMICONDUCTORS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC1</td>
<td>74LS75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2</td>
<td>74LS74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC3</td>
<td>74LS04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC4</td>
<td>74LS30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC5, 6</td>
<td>6850 ACIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC9</td>
<td>74LS05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC10</td>
<td>78M03 voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW1</td>
<td>2 pole, 2 way toggle switch (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK1-4</td>
<td>5 pin DIN sockets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON1</td>
<td>34-way IDC PCB mounting bus connector (male)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL1</td>
<td>34-way IDC plug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34-way IDC plug, heatsink for IC10 (if used), suitable power input socket, plastic case, 34-way IDC plug, 34-way IDC ribbon cable, nuts and bolts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
which are the most frequently used MIDI messages as far as synthesisers are concerned.

**Applications**

Applications for the MIDI interface depends on what MIDI equipment it is to be used in conjunction with. The most immediate application is to use the BBC micro's disc filing system to store synthesiser voice programs or drum machine track programs. More complex software to use the MIDI communication protocols found in the data manuals for the equipment concerned can also be written to make full use of the interface.

For synthesisers such as the Yamaha DX7 it is possible to write a voice editor to program new voices from the BBC micro. When programming a new sound for the DX7 only one parameter can be accessed at any one time. With a voice editor program all the parameters can be seen on the screen at once and freely accessed. Voice editing from the BBC micro, along with the advantages of its disk filing system, forms a powerful sound management system for the DX7.

**Thru Switch**

The THRU toggle switch shown on the front panel of the prototype unit serves to link the MIDI IN1 to the MIDI OUT1 for use when the BBC micro is not running software.
The author has a range of software on 5¼in disk to make full use of the MIDI interface. Orders and requests for further details should be addressed to John Yau, 7 Maurice Place, Edinburgh, EH9 3EP.

- Track dump software for the Roland TR707 drum machine. This enables the currently held patterns and track programs to be stored and read from floppy disk.
- Voice Dump/Editor software for the Yamaha DX/77. This software allows single voices or complete banks of voices to be stored and read from floppy disk. This software also enables DX voices to be edited from the BBC micro. All the parameters are displayed on the screen and can be modified using a simple slider control which plugs into the BBC micro's analogue user port.

Please state 40 or 80 track version.

The programs cost £12, £18, and £16 respectively.

which actively merges the MIDI IN1 input stream with the MIDI OUT1 output stream. The switch simply links pin 6 of IC7 to pin 1 of IC9 while isolating them from their original connections to Tx and Rx of IC5. This arrangement allows data to pass unaltered from MIDI IN1 to MIDI OUT1, even when the BBC micro is switched off. The THRU option was added as an afterthought and the PCB does not include this feature but it can be easily included with the minimum of alterations if this feature is required.

### Diagram

#### Diagram

Still the only drawing program available for the BBC micro which gives you the ability to draw realistic large diagrams and scan them smoothly on the screen stopping to edit them at any time if required. Pineapple is a unique method of storing the diagrams on disc means that the size of diagrams is limited only by the free space on disc, and not the amount of computer memory you have available. (A blank 80 track disc will allow up to 36 mode 0 screens of diagram).

The superb print routines supplied with the program enable large areas of the diagram to be printed in a single print run in a number of different sizes and rotated through 90 deg. if required. Full use can also be made of printers which have a wider than normal carriage available.

The program is fully compatible with the Marconi Tracker ball described below.

**Price £125.00 + VAT**

#### Diagram Utilities

A suite of six utility programs which add additional features to the Diagram drawing program. The utilities include the saving and loading of areas of diagrams to and from disc. The ability to display the whole of your large diagram on the screen at one time (in either 4 x 4 or 8 x 8 screen format). The ability to display borders and screen windows to diagrams, and the ability to shift a whole diagram in any direction.

**Price £130.00 + VAT**

#### Marconi Tracker Ball

This high quality device comes with its own icon Artmaster drawing program and utilities to enable it to be used in place of keyboard keys, joysticks, or with your own programs.

**Price £200.00 + VAT and p&p £17.75**

**Price including Diagram Software £179.00 + VAT and p&p £17.75**

### Trackerball for Master Series

The Pointer ROM is supplied instead of the Icon Artmaster disc and enables the Tracker ball to work directly with the MASTER series computers (e.g. to use with TRAMPAINT etc.). Prices are the same as for the standard tracker ball.

**Price £125.00 + VAT**

### Pointer

The Pointer ROM is available separately for people already owning tracker balls, and comes with instructions for use with the MASTER computer.

**Price £12.50 + VAT**

### Converter Leads

Converter leads to enable the Trackerball to run mouse software and the mouse to run trackerball software (see Diagram). Please state which way round when ordering.

**Price £8.00 + VAT**

### Microspice

A new addition to our range of engineering software. Microspice is a very powerful DC and AC analogue circuit simulation package for any model BBC computer.

As well as all the usual facilities available with this type of package, non-linear effects, small signal, noise, measurements and sweeps may be performed. Component values may be swept, allowing component tolerance to be investigated as well as thermal performance etc. Comprehensive transient modelling is incorporated using a 20 parameter Event Not description. The program is supplied on disc with a very comprehensive 40 page manual. Please write or phone for more information.

**Price £99.00 + VAT and p&p free**

All orders sent by return of post.

39 Brownlea Gardens, Seven Kings, Ilford, Essex 1G3 9NL. Tel: 01-599 1476

---

**PINEAPPLE SOFTWARE**

**Programs for the BBC models 'B' with disc drive with FREE updating service on all software**

**DIAGRAM**

Still the only drawing program available for the BBC micro which gives you the ability to draw realistic large diagrams and scan them smoothly on the screen stopping to edit them at any time if required. Pineapple is a unique method of storing the diagrams on disc means that the size of diagrams is limited only by the free space on disc, and not the amount of computer memory you have available. (A blank 80 track disc will allow up to 36 mode 0 screens of diagram).

The superb print routines supplied with the program enable large areas of the diagram to be printed in a single print run in a number of different sizes and rotated through 90 deg. if required. Full use can also be made of printers which have a wider than normal carriage available.

The program is fully compatible with the Marconi Tracker ball described below.

**Please state 40 or 80 track disc and whether standard BBC or master version is required**

**Price £25.00 + VAT**

**DIAGRAM UTILITIES**

A suite of six utility programs which add additional features to the Diagram drawing program. The utilities include the saving and loading of areas of diagrams to and from disc. The ability to display the whole of your large diagram on the screen at one time (in either 4 x 4 or 8 x 8 screen format). The ability to display borders and screen windows to diagrams, and the ability to shift a whole diagram in any direction.

**Price £100.00 + VAT**

**MARCONI TRACKER BALL**

This high quality device comes with its own icon Artmaster drawing program and utilities to enable it to be used in place of keyboard keys, joysticks, or with your own programs.

**Price £500.00 + VAT and p&p £17.75**

**Price including Diagram Software £799.00 + VAT and p&p £17.75**

**TRACKERBALL FOR MASTER SERIES**

The Pointer ROM is supplied instead of the Icon Artmaster disc and enables the Tracker ball to work directly with the MASTER series computers (e.g. to use with TRAMPAINT etc.). Prices are the same as for the standard tracker ball.

**Price £125.00 + VAT**

**POINTER**

The Pointer ROM is available separately for people already owning tracker balls, and comes with instructions for use with the MASTER computer.

**Price £12.50 + VAT**

**CONVERTER LEADS**

Converter leads to enable the Trackerball to run mouse software and the mouse to run trackerball software (see Diagram). Please state which way round when ordering.

**Price £8.00 + VAT**

**MICROSPICE**

A new addition to our range of engineering software. Microspice is a very powerful DC and AC analogue circuit simulation package for any model BBC computer.

As well as all the usual facilities available with this type of package, non-linear effects, small signal, noise, measurements and sweeps may be performed. Component values may be swept, allowing component tolerance to be investigated as well as thermal performance etc. Comprehensive transient modelling is incorporated using a 20 parameter Event Not description. The program is supplied on disc with a very comprehensive 40 page manual. Please write or phone for more information.

**Price £99.00 + VAT and p&p free**

All orders sent by return of post.

39 Brownlea Gardens, Seven Kings, Ilford, Essex 1G3 9NL. Tel: 01-599 1476
**Motor Speed Regulator**

This circuit uses the LM2907 tachometer as part of the control loop to maintain a constant motor speed. To measure the motor speed a shaft encoder is necessary. Some expensive motors for industrial applications already have encoders fitted but your average model motor does not. The answer is to use a disc with holes drilled in it with a slotted opto switch or a metal toothed wheel and a variable reluctance magnetic pickup, as illustrated in Fig. 2. As the average slotted opto detector is not very sensitive, a transistor may be needed to amplify the output signal. A suggested circuit is shown in Fig. 3.

The functioning of the control loop itself is straightforward. The output voltage from pin 4 of IC1 is proportional to the pulse rate fed into it, and because this signal is fed to the inverting input of IC2 this tends to reduce the speed. RV2 sets the voltage on the positive input of IC2, tending to increase the motor speed.

A stable speed results when the balance of the two provides the motor with the voltage it needs to maintain its speed.

Any reduction in motor speed will increase the voltage fed to it while any increase in speed will reduce the voltage. The gain of this control system is set by adjusting RV1 to the lowest value that does not cause speed oscillation due to overcorrection during the response time of the motor. In most cases the permissible gain will be sufficient to ensure that wide load variations on the motor alter the speed very little.

The LM2907 tachometer works as follows. On each input cycle, C2 is charged to a set voltage, and the charge is transferred to C3. The voltage on C3 does not rise indefinitely but stabilises at the point where the discharge current through R2 is equal to the average current due to the transfer of charge. The output stage of the chip is simply wired as a buffer to feed the signal to the display.

The output voltage of the LM2907 is given by the formula:

\[ V_{\text{out}} = \frac{V_{\text{supply}} \times \text{Frequency} \times C2 \times R8}{100} \]

The component values here are suitable for a fairly high pulse rate from the encoder wheel and a high motor speed. For lower pulse rates C2 should be increased. To keep the ripple within reasonable bounds C3 may also have to be increased but if it is increased too far the time constant may become comparable with the mechanical time constant of the motor and the control system will oscillate.

If a higher pulse rate is required and it is not practical to drill twice as many holes or cut twice as many teeth then a second detector half a hole out of phase may be used. If the accuracy of the encoder is good enough, combining the two outputs in an exclusive OR gate will give a double frequency output. The waveforms are illustrated in Fig. 4.

---

**Fig. 1** The circuit of the motor speed regulator.

**Fig. 2** Shaft encoders.

**Fig. 3** Optical shaft encoder amplifier.

**Fig. 4** Using an OR gate and out of phase signals to double the shaft encoder output.
Shaft Position Indicator

This gadget indicates the angular position of a shaft to a resolution of three bits. The same principle with much more complexity can be used to provide more resolution but for simple robotics control this design should do just fine.

It works by using two linear Hall effect devices at points 90° apart on the rotation of the shaft to measure the position of a bar magnet. The field distribution of the magnet on its own is not likely to be ideal so pole pieces should be used. Figure 1 shows a suitable arrangement.

The idea is to get an approximately sinusoidal distribution of field strength for the Hall device to detect.

To increase the magnetic field available to the Hall devices, a disc or ring of iron or mild steel should be positioned on the opposite side from the magnet and pole pieces.

The circuit contains two identical channels for the two Hall devices, with one extra comparator on the output. I shall describe just Channel A.

IC3a works as a subtractor to provide an output dependent only on the difference between the differential outputs of the Hall device. RV1 is fitted to compensate for any offset on the output of the Hall device and allows the subtractor to be adjusted to 0V in the absence of any magnetic field.

IC4a is a comparator which switches during the zero crossings of IC3a’s output.

To generate a magnitude signal to compare with the other channel, IC3c is used as a simple precision rectifier. It works as a resistive divider during positive half cycles, the output being $V_{in} R_{12} / (R_{10} + R_{11} + R_{12})$. During negative half cycles the circuit works as a half-wave inverting rectifier.

![Fig. 1 The circuit of the indicator and ideal waveforms.](image1)

![Fig. 2 The positioning of the magnet and Hall probes.](image2)
ifier, with an output of VinxR11/ R10. The component values are chosen to make the gain on each half cycle as near as possible the same, given an E12 choice of resistor values. The outputs from the precision rectifiers in each channel are fed to a final comparator which generates the final logic signal.

Some experimentation with the shape of the pole pieces will be necessary to achieve good results. The figure shows ideal waveforms. A and B are both the magnetic field received by the Hall transducers and the outputs from the differential amplifiers, IC3a and IC3b. The outputs from the Hall transducers are differential, which is all to the good as these devices can drift.

The next two waveforms show the magnitude of the A and B signals regardless of polarity. The final three waveforms show the result of comparing A with 0V, B with 0V, and the magnitude of A with that of B, respectively.

As the waveforms show, only one of the three output signals changes at each transition between position areas. There is no incorrect transitional state as would be possible with the normal binary counting sequence. It is not unknown for encoders using a normal binary sequence to give a false state of, for example, 101 between 011 and 100.

Despite the fact that the sequence is different, each combination possible with three bits is used, so the position may be displayed with the aid of a 3 line to 8 line decoder. The outputs simply have to be arranged in a different order. Figure 4 shows a simple indicator.

### Coherent Optical Proximity Detector

This optical proximity detector can either detect the proximity of reflective objects over fairly short ranges or it can be arranged to detect objects interrupting the beam. Unlike the author it is coherent. It will respond to its own optical signal and ignore quite high levels of extraneous light.

IC1a is connected as a square wave oscillator. This oscillator switches the LED, and also controls the synchronous detector. The synchronous detector itself switches between inverting and non-inverting amplification, with the same gain in either direction.

When non-inverting the LED is ON and the signal received is the wanted signal added to the extraneous signal. When the detector is inverted only the extraneous signal is received, and this is subtracted.

The functioning of the synchronous detector is simpler than it appears from the circuit diagram. IC2a acts as a logic inverter to drive IC2b out of phase with the other analogue switch parts. In the invert mode, the gain is R4/ R11 (=4.7) and in the non-invert mode the gain is R14+R11+R12)/(R11+R12) (=4.7). The addition of R12 compensates for the extra gain which would be present in the non-inverting mode of the circuit.

If the mark/space ratio of the oscillator is adjusted correctly the output of IC1c averaged by R15 and C3 will be exactly zero. This is in fact the method of setting the mark/space ratio. Disconnect the LED and adjust for 0V on C3 using a sensitive voltmeter.

If the LED is reconnected, any signal from the LED received by the phototransistor will give a net positive output on C3. IC1d is wired as a comparator which switches low when signal from the LED exceeds a preset threshold.

The circuit has many applications. It could form the basis of an object counter or a simple but reliable intruder alarm, in which case a matched infra red emitter and receptor should be used and R6 reduced to increase the LED power and range.

Most usefully the circuit can be used as a proximity detector. In this an angled infra red emitter and receptor assembly (available from Electromail) should be used. This is focused at about 5mm, and can be used to form a reliable limit switch.

To get more range, to use it more as an optical radar, a discrete LED and detector can be used with an opaque screen between them to prevent the direct passage of light. It is in this application that the ability of the unit to reject the extraneous light is most useful.
Inductive Track Follower

This project is used to steer mobile robots along a trail of aluminium foil by sensing the absorption of high frequency energy from an LC oscillator.

Two similar oscillators are used but they operate on different frequencies to avoid interaction. Figure 1 shows the basic oscillator configuration. This circuit will oscillate powerfully — into clipping in fact. The frequency will be close to the resonant frequency determined by L and C, although not exactly so because the clipping will lower the effective Q of the circuit.

Any slight amount of power absorption from the circuit by nearby metallic objects will reduce the clipping slightly. As a result the frequency will change a little.

Looking at the first oscillator in the circuit diagram, an extra transistor is added to stabilise the output level. When the signal on the 20 turn end of the inductor exceeds about 0.6V, Q2 starts to conduct to reduce the current through Q1. The presence of R3 in the circuit means that voltage gain is introduced. However much Q2 has to raise the emitter voltage of Q1 to stabilise the output, the collector voltage of Q2 is raised that much more in the ratio of R3 to R1.

Both oscillators should settle to give the same control voltage (apart from the effect of component tolerances which RV1 compensates for). This pot should be adjusted to give no voltage difference between the collectors of Q2 and Q4 with no aluminium around.

The outputs of the two detectors are led to a subtractor circuit which is biased to give an output of half the supply voltage when the two inputs are equal. The presence of a piece of aluminium closer to one detector than the other will unbalance the control voltages because the power absorbed by the aluminium will reduce the voltage needed to stabilise the oscillator power.

The motor drive circuit is arranged as a bridge configuration with a dead band so that small unbalances will not cause the motor to move. Q5 and Q6 follow the op-amp output (with crossover distortion) and provide the current drive needed for the steering motor. Q9 and Q10 serve as level shifters to drive Q7 and Q8 which are connected to switch to the polarity inverse of that of the op-amp output.

Assuming the motor turns the steering in the correct direction, the robot will turn to follow any aluminium track so long as it is initially positioned with the detectors either side of the track.

The assembly of this unit is slightly critical. 0V connections should be kept as short as is practical, and the decoupling capacitor C4 should ideally be connected to a point between the two oscillators. A tantalum type is used here because it has high frequency performance and will decouple the power supply better at the frequencies in use.

The coils are wound on short lengths of ferrite rod — about an inch to an inch and a half. A suitable wire diameter is 0.25mm, but this is not critical as the current is very low.

The detection system has only been tested with the pickup coils parallel, but it seems likely that angling them as shown will give better performance. At any rate, it is worth a try.
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**POWER STROKE KITS**

*DISCO LIGHTING KITS*

**HIGH SECURITY LOCK KIT**

**VERSATILE MEMBRANE CONTROL KIT**
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**HOME LIGHTING KITS**

**PROPORTIONAL TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER KIT**

**MULTISTEP CUSTOMER OFFER**

**MAD MARCH OFFERS FROM ATVC**

**SUPPLIED READY BUILT WITH A POWER SUPPLY KIT**

£19.90 + £3 pp

THIS QUALITY POWER AMP MODULE IS SUITABLE FOR HI FI DISCO UNITS. PA AND PROFESSIONAL USE IT IS OPEN AND SHORT CIRCUIT PROOF AND CAN BE USED WITH 16Ω SPEAKERS OUTPUT INTO 4 Ω 125 WATTS RESPONSE 25Hz-20KHz T.H.D. 0.1% INPUT SEN 500 mV

**PHILIPS BURGLAR ALARM**

IDEAL FOR FLATS MAISONETTES AND SMALLER OFFICES OR HOUSES SUPPLIED WITH PRESSURE MATT MAG REED SWITCHES CABLE SOUNDER AND CONTROL BOX WITH TIME DELAY ENTRANCE AND EXIT

£29.99 +£2.80 pp MADE TO SELL FOR £59

**VHF STEREO TUNER KIT - £8.95 + £2.50 p+p**

Easy to build 3-band stereo AM/FM tuner kit designed in conjunction with P.E. For ease of construction and alignment it incorporates 3 Mullard modules and an I.C. IF System. FEATURES: VHF, MK, LW Bands, interference muting and AFC on VHF Tuning Meter. Two back printed PCBs. Ready made chassis and scale. Aerial: AM - Ferite rod, FM - 76 or 300 ohms. Stabilized power supply with "C" core mains transformer. All components supplied are to strict P.E. specification. Front scale size: 10% x 2½" approx. Complete with diagram and instructions.

**PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS STEREO CASSETTE RECORDER KIT**

£19.95 + £2.75 p+p

+ Noise Reduction System + Auto Stop + Tape Counter + Switchable Eq + Independent Controls + Twin VU Meter + Wow & Flutter 0.1% + Record/Playback I.C. with Electronic Switching + Fully recordable recording idea for accurate matching of all tapes, Metel, Chrome, etc. Kit includes transport mechanism, a pick-up, a carbon microphone, a punched and back printed quality circuit board and all electronic parts, i.e. semiconductors, resistors, capacitors, hardware, top cover, printed scale and mains transformer. Complete the only supplier the solder and hook-up wire. Complete As featured in P.E.

**ENHANCE YOUR TV SOUND WITH AN ACCESSORY BY POST FROM RTVC**

£29.50 + £2 pp

In the cut-throat world of consumer electronics the sound quality of the domestic TV set is one of the first casualties. Small speakers and no tone controls are common and this is really quite sad as the TV companies do the best to transmit the highest quality sound. Given this background a compact, independent TV SOUND TUNER that connects directly to your HiFi is a must for quality reproduction. The unit is mains operated. The unit offers full UHF coverage with 5 pre-selected tuning controls. It can be used in conjunction with your video recorder. Dimensions: 10% x 2½" x 7½".

**SOLAR AA BATTERY CHARGER**

4-6 hours recharge time. You can use the Solar 'AA' Battery Charger anywhere anytime. All you need is strong sunlight

Mail: 21 HIGH ST, ACTION W3 6NG

Callers to Action on 332 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2. (Open 6 days a week). Please allow 14 days delivery. Payments to RTVC Ltd.
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**FREE P&P on orders over £20 (UK only), otherwise add**
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More often than not, they are a case of the blind leading the blind. Much of the time the circuits are poorly designed, won't work or are downright dangerous. The diagram shows a little gem I came across recently.

No kidding, this is described as a variable voltage DC Power supply. There are so many things wrong with it that it’s hard to know where to begin. It’s very dangerous. The capacitor is not isolated from the mains and off-load, the voltage across it will always rise to the peak mains voltage regardless of the setting of the pot.

What’s more, the capacitor will retain its charge of up to 340V or so when the circuit is disconnected and a capacitor charged to that kind of voltage is something to be treated with great respect!

The regulation is so poor that the circuit is useless for any practical purpose and the wrong setting of the pot will quickly blast the SCR to eternity. Need I say more?

Anybody who tried to flog this thing to the unsuspecting public would face a huge fine and almost certainly a long prison sentence. Yet there it is in a book of hobby projects.

In my opinion the irresponsible publication of this kind of circuit is deplorable. Many of the people who buy these books are unable to tell the difference between a good circuit and a bad one and, more importantly, a safe one or a dangerous one. Many have a touching faith that because it has been published, it must be OK.

A fitting punishment for those who perpetrate this kind of crime would be to have the house fitted out with all their own circuits! I’d give them a life expectancy of a week at most.

John Bird

BIRD’S EYE VIEW

The ETI office receives a large amount of mail, much of which consists of technical queries from readers. Putting aside, for the minute, the fact that ETI does not aim to answer technical questions on projects that originate outside these pages, I came across a missive the other day that amply demonstrates one of the more worrying aspects of ‘hobby’ electronics. It ran (in a less abbreviated form) like this:

I recently bought a book which included a circuit for transmitting signals over the mains wiring system. I built a simple oscillator and I connected the output to the Earth and Neutral of a 13A plug.

I also connected a loudspeaker to the earth and neutral of another plug and put both plugs into separate sockets in house’s mains.

I then tuned the oscillator hoping the sound would come out of the speaker. However, in our house we have an Earth Leakage Detector. If any electrical apparatus in the house should develop a fault it turns off all the electricity. This obviously makes the house much safer but it also turned off the electricity when I turned on the circuit I built.

Could you tell me a way of still transmitting signals over the mains wiring but not triggering the Earth Leakage Detector?

I won’t reveal the correspondent’s name for his own sake. However, he is not alone in falling foul of circuits in books.

As I see it, there are two problems with his intercom. First of all, sooner or later it will kill somebody. Secondly, if the house burnt down as the result of an electrical fault, his insurance company would make a silly fuss about paying out. They may even say it was his own fault.

The obvious solution is to remove or short out your ELCB. After all, it’s only there for safety! Anyone who would suggest connecting neutral and earth together via a few ohms of speaker can’t have regard for such a thing.

I hope you’ll excuse my heavy handed irony but somehow or other I have to make the point as emphatically as possible: DON’T TRUST BOOKS OF HOBBY CIRCUITS.

OPEN CHANNEL

Things are changing in the City of London. By the end of this year, for example, British Telecom hopes to complete over 60,000km of optical fibre cabling in a move to install a new telecommunications network costing about £50 million in the City. This is in direct response to Mercury Communication’s fibre optic network which already has a foothold in the City and revenues from the network.

It’s interesting to stand back and watch this David and Goliath battle for customers. On the one hand there is the established giant which has a huge financial advantage (well, not quite all – see later) and a customer largely by chance of its monopoly. On the other hand is the new boy who must fight for every customer it can get. At the moment the BT giant would have us think Mercury’s David is no more than a thorn in the side. But the City of London,remember, is only the first battleground and British Telecom may well soon be having to fight tooth and nail to retain its customers.

If the pay dispute, currently being fought between BT and the National Communication Union as I write, continues and escalates as it seems to be doing then Goliath may already be toppling.

North of Watford

To those City-dwellers who believe that life stops at Luton and that the few unemployed souls who do venture further up the map wander around eating Mr. Currie’s fish and chips wrapped in yesterday’s Sun (wouldn’t you just guess I’m a northerner!), here’s a gentle reminder that communications up in ‘north’ is something a bit better than smoke signalling.

Telephone users in the Hull vicinity are connected not to BT’s national phone network but to Hull’s own telephone network – the only private network to exist in Britain prior to the telecommunications liberalisation of recent years.

Now that Mercury is in the pot, Hull system users have a choice when making a call outside the vicinity – whether to use BT or whether to use Mercury. Furthermore, one service is directly up to users, merely by keying a two digit pre-dialling sequence.

Each customer is informed of the tariffs charged by the two networks (which vary according to where the call is placed) so bills can be easily minimised.

Beat that, city-folk!

Skynet Satellites

NATO has recently awarded a £100 million plus contract to British Aerospace and Marconi to deliver two Skynet IV military communications satellites to replace existing satellites which are approaching the end of their useful life. This is not only good news for the two companies involved, but also good news for Britain as a whole. The satellites to be replaced are of US origin.

If flights of the European rocket, Ariane, commence on schedule in 1988 (and being temporarily grounded with serious problems) it’s likely the satellites will be going up in late 1990 – just in time before the existing satellites conk-out.

Thou Shalt Not . . .

Back on the ground, users of cellular telephones and many other mobile communications systems will now have to be wary about making and taking calls on the move. The latest edition of the Highway Code tells drivers not to use hand-held microphones or handsets while on the move except in an emergency.

Furthermore, hands-free communications should only be used if the driver’s attention is not distracted from the road. Theoretically, drivers ‘nicked’ under these clauses could be prosecuted for careless driving or improper use of a vehicle.

I find this interesting, firstly, because I have long felt that it should be illegal for drivers to use mobile communications while on the move. Drivers are (or should) be responsible for the control of a lethal weapon and any obstruction to the driver’s control must be avoided.

Handsfree types of communications may not, arguably, distract the driver, but trying to use a handset certainly does.

Secondly (and more involved perhaps) why was this situation not thought of when cellular telephone systems were first being evolved? Only a few percent of new and existing cellular users are hands-free equipment which means that all suppliers are effectively committing most of their customers to some time or another break the law.

Keith Brindley
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BOOK LOOK

It is the dream of many an electronics hobbyist to surround themselves with all manner of gadgetry and gimmickry (supposedly, at least) make their life one of luxury.

These three recent publications aim to help the struggling pioneer of home automation.

Electronic Circuits for the Computer Control of Robots
R.A. Penfold (Bernard Babani)
£2.95

First up is a familiar looking work from the bottomless publishing well of Babani and the irrepressible Robert Penfold.

Like most of Penfold's work's this is more a collection of related circuits than a course in practical robot building. To be accurate none of these circuits could easily be used for much more than the intelligent 'buggy' type of robot. Dreams of humanoid tin men are not going to be realised here.

There are about 27 circuits in this book, divided into two categories—motor control circuits and various sensors.

The motor driver circuits range from the inevitable simple power darlington model motor drive to stepper motors driven with 64x1027 chips. The various circuits cover similar ground from micro-switch bumpers to ultrasonic range finders.

Any regular reader of ETI will have seen many of these before in one guise or another as Tech Tips (and there's plenty more in this issue, in the Robotics Tech Tips Special). However, as an introduction to the field and as a springboard to experimentation this follows in the excellent footsteps of previous Babani produce.

Build a Remote Controlled Robot for Under £300
David Sharcliff (John Wiley & Sons)
£9.00

This book is an entirely different kettle of fish. It's American and aims to show you how to construct a fully-fledged electronics mannequin (thingservant).

Questor (as the book's prototype is called) comes complete with optional extras such as a drinks dispenser and a vacuum cleaner.

The title says all this is possible for under £300. That presumably seems little to transatlantic builders but to me it seems rather a lot. For that money I would expect a little more than a tumbler aluminium box, which is really all that Questor is.

However, that aside, this book certainly shows you just how to build a professional aluminium box! In fact most of the pages are given over to constructional details—plans and dimensions of various parts of Questor's superstructure and numerous tag strip layouts.

The electronics content is fairly minimal (as anyone who actually tries to create such a beast soon discovers—the mechanics that cause the most headaches). Questor is based on a platform with castors driven by model motors. Control is via a remote control box that works on the simple direct wiring principle. His arm is just a fixed pipe down which suitable refreshment can flow under the control of a small pump (it's what your right arm's for).

Even the refinements of fancy paintwork and a light-up bow tie fail to cover up that Questor is basically a Neanderthal beast.

If you're really serious about constructing a home help then judicious design borrowed from the likes of Mr. Penfold would add up to a more useful beast and probably for less than £300 too.

62 Home Remote Control and Automation Projects
Delton Horn (John Wiley & Sons)
£11.60

In its way this is a much better book than the last American import. The 62 circuits cover a wide range. The book starts off with simple low voltage relay controlled mains circuits and works up to comparatively complex touch tone remote control.

The whole thing is done in a tutorial fashion. With each circuit there is a circuit diagram, parts list and a description of how it all works. However, there are no PCBs.

The book's main let down is its foreign origin. Not only are some of the circuits use components that are not easily available here but a few also talk about 120V 60Hz mains. This is going to help neither the construction nor the understanding of these projects.

This book is also criminally short of computer control circuits but otherwise provides a good grounding. Most importantly it increases the confidence of anyone going into automation for the first time, and actually encourages some experimentation.

Malcolm Brown

ALF'S PUZZLE

The latest gadget to emerge from Alf's workshop is a distortionless amplifier. As usual, Alf's reasoning is not at all clear but with the aid of his notes that we found on the back of a coffee stained envelope we eventually pieced together the way it works.

Alf started by thinking about an ordinary amplifier (Fig. 1a). If you put in a signal $v$, what should come out is $Av$—the input multiplied by the gain $A$.

However, what comes out of any real amplifier is $Av+d$, where $d$ is a term which includes all the distortion, noise and general crud introduced by the amplifier.

**Muddling**

Ever since Alf started his evening classes at the local Tech, he has been obsessed by something he calls 'muddling'. It sounds like something that would suit Alf down to the ground but he probably means 'modelling'.

According to Alf, an amplifier can be represented by a distortionless amplifier with an extra pretend input with an imaginary distortion signal (Fig. 1b). Seems reasonable so far.

Alf's next idea was to derive a signal $-dA$ which would be used in the input of the amplifier together with the signal $v$. The way he went about deriving this signal is shown in Fig. 1c. Alf worked out that the output of the amplifier would now be $Av-d/A$ from the amplified input, plus $d$ from the amplified pretend distortion input, giving $Av$. The world's first distortionless amplifier!

Alf is willing to concede that the two unity gain amplifiers may introduce a little distortion of their own. However, he maintains that this can be made so small that even the most sensitive and well calibrated hi-fi buff could not detect it.

Furthermore, Alf says the initial amplifier needn't be very good. In fact, it could be absolutely awful. His circuit changes the most grotty low-fi amplifier into purest hi-fi.

So, what's wrong with Alf's reasoning?

**Last Month's Puzzle**

The answer to Last Month's puzzle:

It is possible (though not certain) that Alf's triacs were being triggered into conduction by the sudden voltage rise across them. The critical dv/dt (see Snubber Networks, ETI March 1987 for explanation) varies widely between one device and another.

A glance through the TAG data book shows figures of anything between 10V/µs for triacs with otherwise similar ratings. Alf's may have been on the low side.

Malcolm Brown
ETI PCB SERVICE

Build your projects in style with a properly designed PCB.

Use the form below (or a photocopy) for your order. Please fill in all parts of the form. The board reference number tells you when the PCB was published. The first two numbers are the year and the next two the month. The number after the dash indicates the particular project in that issue. The terms are strictly cash with order. Make cheques payable to ASP Ltd. We cannot accept official orders but we can supply a pro-forma invoice if required. Such an order will not be processed until payment is received. Orders can also be made by telephone on (0442) 211 882 for Access and Visa card holders. Please allow 28 days for delivery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Price (inc VAT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>6.62</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>7.20</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>8.80</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>15.80</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>17.90</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>21.80</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>23.90</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>25.90</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>32.20</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>35.80</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>37.90</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>40.70</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TO: ETI READERS’ SERVICES DEPARTMENT
Argus Specialist Publications Ltd,
9 Hall Road, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts HP2 7BH

Please supply:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. required</th>
<th>Board reference number</th>
<th>Price letter</th>
<th>Price each</th>
<th>Total for board type £</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>£ p</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>£ p</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>£ p</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

POSTAGE & PACKING £ 0.75p
TOTAL ENCLOSED £ p

ORDER TO BE SENT TO: (BLOCK CAPS PLEASE)

Name .............................................
Address ............................................
Postcode .......................................... (Make cheques payable to ASP Ltd)

ACCESS and VISA credit card orders can be taken on (0442) 211 882 (office hours only).
Baud Rate Converter (May, 1986)

In Fig. 4 some confusion has crept into the ins and outs of the circuit diagram. IC6a and IC5c need to be turned round and pins 20 and 25 of IC2 swapped round. In Fig. 5, D4 and D3 are shown the wrong way round on the overlay. This could of course lead to the destruction of C10 as well as the presence of second +12V rail instead of the required -12V. In Fig. 6, SK4.3 and SK3.3 must be swapped over. In the Parts List, C10 should be 100µF, not 100µF.

RF Oscillators (June, 1986)

Fig. 12 does not, infact, show a working oscillator. For a series fed arrangement, take the link from CV1, a job to R2 and Q1 from emitter junction and not 0V, remove C1 and move C2 to shunt R2. For a shunt-fed arrangement, break the link between L1 and Vcc and take Q1 collector to Vcc via a 4k7 resistor.

Speaking Alarm Clock (August, 1986)

In the circuit diagram, Fig. 2, diode D3 and resistor R14 should be in parallel not series as shown. The link from IC10, pin 1, to battery positive should be removed.

Biofeedback Monitor (December, 1986)

The capacitor C4 is shown the wrong way around in the component overlay diagram (Fig. 4).

The Intelligent Call Meter (December, 1986)

The hex dump listing of the ROM for this project (Table 3) was badly printed with the byte at location B8 missing. This should read 7F.

The Better Flanger (January, 1987)

Using enamelled wire of only 0.5mm diameter for the bifilar coils could cause overheating problems and even a fire risk with some cars. A much thicker wire (1.5mm should be sufficient) should be used.

Credit Card Casino (March, 1987)

The circuit diagram (Fig. 1) incorrectly shows a connection between C2 (negative lead) and the positive rail. The PCB foil is correct.

Capacitometer (March, 1987)

The circuit diagram (Fig. 1) should show pin 1 of IC1 connected to 0V. The zener diode (2D1) should be connected between the junction of R10/R11 and 0V. The PCB foil is correct.
The MIDI Interface board.
The foil pattern for the ETIfaker board.

The FM Tuner power supply board foil pattern.

The underside and ground plane foils for the FM Tuner Selective Amplifier board.
The underside and ground plane foils for the FM Tuner 3189.PLL board.

The FM Tuner Muting Circuit foil pattern.

The 24hr Sundial board.
FREE READERS' ADS

Buy, sell or exchange through our free service to readers

**PRINTER.** Serial 8056. As new. Thermal. Suitable QL or Spectrum. Swap for Mono Monitor or £25. (096273) 4599.

**WANTED SONY TC-377 R/R recorder or similar Sony. Baker, 17 Chapel Lane, Upwey, Weymouth, Dorset.**

**WANTED:** Microbox II owners interested in exchanging ideas or software. Phone Mark on (0244) 83225 after 6 pm.

**LUNSLEY HOOD (Hart)** low-noise tape recorder. Complete or part-built wanted by pensioner. (0747) 3515.

**DRAMS.** 50 new 41256 DRAMs. Suitable for upgrading IBM-PC etc. Will split. £1.40 each. 01-625 6394.

**FOR SALE:** Pye Cambridge VHF AM radio telephone base station. Offers. Tel: 041-547 0998.

**COLLECTORS:** Anyone want ETI 77-79+, PE 78-84, almost complete? I want Elektor 59, WW1583 and 1596, ETI PRE 77. Tel: (0633) 277037.

**PYE POCKETFONE PFI** receiver, transmitter, battery charger and manuals. All working. £19 ONO the lot. (0602) 251920.


**CIRCUIT DESIGN** for bio-feedback monitor (Alpha waves) wanted. Lawrence D, Ellesmere Port, Yeadon, Meadow Lane, Ellesmere Port, South Wirral 051-355 1178.

**WANTED:** one child's hand-held electronic game: 'SCARE KONG'. R. Hart, 29 Hillfoot Street, Dennystown, Glasgow. 041-556 6438.

**OSCILLOSCOPE.** Tektronix 547 with 30MHz dual Y amplifier, dual delaying time base and manuals.

**PRESENTATION.** TMS1000N-MP0027A-CS107-1 pre-programmed 24 tunes IC used in 'Chromronics' chroma-chime musical door chime. Tel: (0734) 581855/415343. T. Dixon.

**OLIVETTI M20** twin disc, monitor, WP, M/Plan, MS-Basic, Manuals. Business 16-bit computer. £300. Tel: (0395) 265301.

**CORTEX WORKING.** £120. All chips for disc, R5232, E-Bus except 74LS2001. Yeovil (0935) 72413 after 6 pm.

**C64 MODEM.** Still in box. Used twice. £50. Cardiff (0222) 384877 after 2 pm.

**CLAUD LYONS** regular transformer. Input 240V. Output 0/275V, 8 Amps 50/60Hz. Offers wanted. Mr. Priestley (0274) 593382.

**APPLE IIe.** Extended 80 column card (64k). New, still in original box. £105 ONO. Tel: (0873) 880112.

**PYE Cambridge dash and boot, low band. Offers.** Tel: (0308) 897625.

**FERGUSON TX9** colour TV wanted. With or without chassis. Alan Charles, Chorleywood (09278) 3579.

**CCTV SYSTEM.** Quality camera, zoom lens, 9in monitor and all cables. £200. (0735) 292996. Berkshire. ONLY £50. 40 track 51/2in single sided, cased disc drive, in good working order. Tel: (0903) 41647.

**WANTED** non-working Marconi scope type TF 2203. Also diode type 1N3716. Tel: (022023) 4210, 7-8 pm.

**STIMSON 600T1616 MULTIMETER.** Peak hold, analogue bargraph <5Hz ->5kHz. =>50µs pulse detection. £75. Mr. Crow, 64 Basement, City Road, Bristol BS2 8TX.

---

**CONDITIONS**

- These ads are only for readers not engaged in buying or selling the same equipment or services on a commercial basis.
- Ads will be inserted as and when space is available. Insertion in a particular issue cannot be guaranteed.
- Ads should be of 2 words or less and in block capitals or typed. Words to appear in bold should be underlined.
- Advertisers should fill in their name, address, and telephone number and sign the form to indicate acceptance of these conditions. Adverts can be on the printed form or a photocopy of it but they must be accompanied by the token at the top of this page.
- ETI reserves the right to refuse or to alter submitted ads wherever this is judged necessary.
- Ads are accepted in good faith. Neither the magazine nor its publishers can be held responsible for any errors in the reproduction of an ad, nor for untruths or misrepresentations, nor for the activities of advertisers or readers. By acceptance of these conditions the advertisers undertake to indemnify the publisher against any legal action arising from publication of their advertisement.

Enter your advertisement below

---

Name ........................................

Address ....................................

Telephone .................................

I accept the conditions set out here.

Signed .....................................

Send this form to:

Free Readers’ Ads

Electronics Today International
1 Golden Square
London W1R 3AB.

ETI MARCH 1987
START training now for the following courses. Send for our brochure — without obligation Telephone us on 06267 79398.

NAME ____________________________

□ City & Guilds Exam
□ Radio Amateur Licence
□ Microprocessor
□ Introduction to Television

FREE PROTOTYPE of the finest quality with every P.C.B. artwork designed by us. Competitive hourly rates, and high standard of work. Halstead Designs Limited, Finsbury House, 31 Head St, Halstead, Essex CO9 2BX. Tel: 0767 477408.

FREE BOOKLET on BURGLAR ALARMS with LOWEST U.K. DIY PUBLISHED PRICES PHONE OR WRITE FOR YOUR COPY 051-523 8440 AD ELECTRONICS 217 WARBRECK MOOR AINTREE, LIVERPOOL L9 0HU

SPECIAL OFFERS

FREE MEMBERSHIP to a new NATIONAL ELECTRONICS CLUB. For details and a free gift of components worth over £10 send only £1.00 p&p to Woodside, Dawsett Lane, Ramsden Heath, Essex CM11 1JL.

INSULATING TAPE 10p roll, 200 carbon film resistors £1. Out now! I.C. Electronics latest discount catalogue. Send name, address & £1. (refundable) I.C. Electronics, Mail Order Dept B2, P.O Box 130, Aberdeen AB9 8HQ.

MAGNETIC PICKUP PREAMPLIFIERS!... Post advert + £1. com (p&p) to: Kia - B, Cunliffe Road, Ilkley. Matching Poweramplifier Modules! 60 watt /5... 100 watt £9.

SOLDERING IRON SCOOPS! 25W fast heat model B5 approved, well balanced. Complete with bit and solder — only £6.75 including p&p! Full catalogue of great offers — Send name, address & £1 (refundable) I.C. Electronics, Mail Order Dept B3, P.O Box 130, Aberdeen, AB9 8HQ.

WANTED

Turn your surplus transistors, I.C's etc., into cash. Immediate settlement. We also welcome the opportunity to quote for complete factory clearance.

Contact: Coles Harding & Co. 103 South Brink Wisbech, Cambs.

ESTABLISHED OVER 10 YRS

TEL 0945 584168

WE purchase for cash or immediate settlement surplus stocks of I.C's, Memories, Transistors, etc. Please contact by: Telephone or Telex No: 825616 or 0767 317388.

POWER SUPPLIES

220/240v AC Electricity from 12v batteries. Encapsulated modules with screw terminals. Microchip design. Just connect transformer and 8 heat sinked transistors to terminals. 400W/12v £25; 600W/24v £30 p&p £0.75. Detailed assembly instructions provided.

Charles Products, Green Lane, Great Horkesley, Colchester, Essex, CO6 4HD. (Prop. J.A. Richardson).

SWITCHES

VOICE/SOUND ACTIVATED SWITCHES easy to follow diagrams and uses only £1.00. Components and P.C.B's available Herrington, 63 Home Farm Rd, Hanwell, London W7 1NL.

SERVICES

FREE OSCILLOSCOPE courses: Dual trace, delay sweep, Tektronix 24 MHz from £95. 585 A 85 MHz from £235. 556 Eight Trace 50 MHz £495. 549 storage 30 MHz from £325. 561B 875 MHz sampling £195. Fine condition Tel. 01-988 4221.

BOOKS


SUPPLIES

QUALITY WALKIE TALKIES 49 MHz, long range satisfaction or refund. £24.99/pair (normally £31.49). 46 hrs delivery. Xenon (Dept ET 19) 24 Wharncliffe Street, Barnsley, Yorkshire.
**LEDSCOPE**

A Low Frequency Oscilloscope with High Efficiency LED Display as featured in ETI January 1987.

**KT 127.** London Electronics.

**LINSLEY HOOD**

Workshop, electronic workshop for Road, & Tom, supervision within Centre, Hailsham, East Sussex other products.

**FCC TRANSMITTERS**

Same day despatch

**MINIATURE MODEL**


**RING NICOLA BAYT ON 01-437 0999 FOR ADVERTISING DETAILS**

**COMPONENTS**

- 5.25" disks, bulk 8PR, DS Wlpi. £0.46
- Caps. 0, 015, 022, 033, 047, £0.06
- Epc. Caps. 1/63, 1/16, 1/32, 1/64 ppi. £0.05
- Copper. 257/16, 1/2. 0.01 £0.35
- 25 way D plug, connector or shell £0.74
- DIP, plug or skt S 5, 6 £0.50
- LED's £0.10
- All prices inc. P&P. VAT 15%

**PROMS - EPROMS - PALS**

Any Programmable IC supplied or blown prices (including programming)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2716</td>
<td>£3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2764</td>
<td>£2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2784</td>
<td>£3.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BIPOLAR ICs from £1.15**

e.g. 8201/23, 8205, 7400, 7482

**PACKS, PLDs etc. from £3.25**

e.g. 74LS15, 16L, EP30

**Full design and prototyping service**

Any quantity programmed - SAE or phone for details

**P.L.S. - 16 Wordsworth Drive**, Cheam, Surrey SM3 8HF

**PHONE 01-644 8089**

**KITS AND READY BUILT**

**EQUIPMENT**

**THAT WOULD YOU BUY A CAR**

WHY THEN BUY A MIXER WITHOUT A TEST DRIVE?

Thinking about a new project — from a small mixer to a large studio complex — or talk over ideas with the people who offer manufacturing and user experience of our new products:

Unit D, 318 High Road, Beitlenn, Essex SS7 5BY

TO TAKE THAT TEST DRIVE PHONE 060-706381

(Weekend Committee visits welcome by prior arrangement)

**PLANS & DESIGNS**

**ETI April 1987**

**Our next copy deadline:** 23rd March for the June Issue
CLASSIFIED COUPON
ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE PRE-PAID. THERE ARE NO REIMBURSEMENTS FOR CANCELLATIONS.
I enclose my Cheque/Postal Order for £................ for insertions, made payable to Argus Specialist Publications. (Delete as necessary)
PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD NO

Name ..................................................
Address ............................................ POST CODE
DAYTIME TEL NO. ................................ Date

Signature .........................................

EXPIRY
DATE ....................................... FOR .......... INSERTIONS

£ ................ FOR ............. INSERTIONS

IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO CUT YOUR MAGAZINE, PHOTOCOPY THIS FORM
The FABULOUS CPM TATUNG PC2000 Professional Business System

DON'T MISS THE CPM Deal

THE FABULOUS CPM TATUNG PC2000

PC System, recently on sale at £1400.00 at SCOPPO price, now only £1700.00

Professional Business System

PC2000 Business System with CPM and Ready to Run Fast Sales and Accounts Package

NOW only £399

PC2000 System with CPM. Etc.

COST OVER £1400.

NOW only £499

Carriage & Insurance £12.00

NOW only £799

PC2000 PC compatible system with CPM and TEC F2030 daisywheel printer.
IN METERS .... WE'RE MILES AHEAD

Pocket Digital Multimeter
A calculator size autoranging DMM which reads 1mV-400V DC, 1mV-400V AC, 0.1Ω-2MΩ and has a continuity buzzer.
Overall size only 120 x 75 x 15mm.
Order Code YN78K Price £24.95

Hobby Digital Multimeter
A very high quality multimeter at a very low price! 14 selectable ranges covering AC and DC volts, DC current and resistance. Also has a diode junction test range.
Order Code YM63T Price £28.95

Auto Ranging Digital Multimeter with Transistor Tester
A 6 position rotary switch selects off, volts, ohms/continuity, 20MΩ, 200mA/RFE or 10A.
Features include display hold, NPN and PNP transistor tester, autorange override and low battery indication.
Order Code YM64U Price £45.95

All prices include VAT. Please add 50p towards postage. Prices firm until 9th May 1987. Subject to availability.